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hlITPACT
The principles of the Montessori theory of inner

lirlcipline are discussed and evaluated through examination of the
writings rf and about Maria Montessori. The principles are also
liscussed in relation to available empirical and descriptive research
ronccrning discipline. The principles of inner discipline may be
;Iimmarizei as follows: The child is a man deserving of respect« He
:ris An inner power which forces his expansion, and his will leads him
4.o levolop his abilities. The teacher acts as a loving observer of
*he child, who does not impart wnat is hers but rather develops that
which is within the child. The teacher prepares the environment in
which concentration can be begun and carried out, and in which
obr-iience can be cultivated through the gentle training of the will.
Ince the child has begun to concentrate, the teacher does not
interrupt him. Discipline is an on-going process dependent on
personal freedom. It is brought about through an inner force
developed in the child by spontaneous interest in and concentration
on an external object (work). The child thus learns to move about
actively and purposefully rather than wildly or apathetically. He
finds his satisfaction in the need to produce and perfect his own
work; this is his inherent and only reward, a reward which eliminates
the need for punishment, (Author/NH)
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to examine and evaluate the characteristics

of the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipline through the writings of Maria Mon-

tessori, through the material written about the Montessori Method, and in the

light of current disciplinary usages. It is written in an attempt to provide

at least a partial answer to the present disciplinary dilemma on the current

American scene.

Background

As a beginning teacher, more than fifteen years ago, the writer was

disturbed by the attitudes and actions of many teachers in their day-to-day con

tacts mith children* It seemed that the children mere considered to be lesser

beings than adults, needing to be repressed and often humiliated. The

situotien uas, to put it mildly, something less than humanitarian.

Within the writer the injustice of it all seethed and an accidental

discovery of an article about Maria Montessori opened the floodgates. Here was

a woman mho had writhed under the inhumanities foisted upon children by "well-

meaning,' adults. Here was a woman who had done something about it.

It as at this time that the seed for this study as planted and then

nurtured throRgh the years by such statements as, "The links betecn her

1
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contribution and some growing bodies of empirical knouledge are still largely

unexplored, "l or, "A close look will indicate that there is no textually sound

and easily available edition of Mbntesvorits works for an American audience.

There exists no adequate end detailed study of her work and no technically

supported resulte of her experimants throughout the world. Above all,

Monteseorits thought and accomplishments have not been subjected to careful

analysis or related to other important educational thinkers and mov,..ments."2

It seemed that Americans mead and wanted "their own variation on the

basic Momessori there. "3 It was this that the writer felt increasingly com-

pelled to do.

A brief look at the life of Montessori provides background information

for and understanding of her method and dhows the influence of her remarkable

medical career on its initiaticns

Maria Montessori, M.D., D.Litt. Ph.D., Officer of the Legion of Honor,

Officer of the Order Orange-Nasssu, (Edinburgh), was born August 31,

1870, at Chiaravalle, Ancona, Italy, the only daughter of Chevalier Aleseandro

Montessori and Renildo Stoppani.

.10 4W1FW1 M MiM III

1Riley W. Gardner, "A Psychologist Looks at Montessori, maramIEL
School Journal, LXVII (November, 1966), p. 72.

2Urban H. Fleege, Building the Foundations for Creative Learning (New
York: American montessoiTMMT47797)T,).37137---

3
Ibid., p. 42.

hIucile Perryman at al, Montessori in Perspective Washington, D.C.:
National Association for the EZVER-r n or =EClardren, 1966), p. 66.
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She graeuated from the Cehool of Medicine of the University of Rome in

1894, the first voman in Italy to do re. It was not until 1899 that she becen

her Waidies of educational problems with defective children.

1 methods in dealing wIth defectives were largely from Sevin, althoAch

the admitted being influenced by Feocbul mid by experimental psychology.5

14or4ng on these lives, She achieved atazing results, preparing some of the

chndren under her tutelage to pass the state examinaiion in reading and writing.

At this time she established the world famous Crlea c]oi Babini in Italy,
1,M00.****11.*0 .***MO, **414,~ .A.6141A

Here, to normal children, she applied her methods of working rith defective

children, hoping to have better results. Her hopes were justified.

Before beginning her work with defectives, she had visited the schools of

Europe and was appalled to note that everywhere children were reduced to im-

obility in the classroom. As she often described such children, they were not,

disciplined but anrihilated.

In her work, she discovered that undisciplined children became settled

through sponitivcous work and that their span of concentration could senetimes

be extended from a quarter of an hour tr, an hour.

She required the teacher (directress) to provide the necessary didactic

materials and show their use, but insisted that the children handle them for

themselves. Certain ,pt.;riods of sens::.tivity" corresponding to certain ages

h hew, 4111/40 Oftea

huella Cble, A History of Educaticti: Socrates to Montessori (New York:

Rinehart and Co., 1950), 65
s.welikroo +6-troorwwes.!:j.

shoo' 4.41,611r%144WIMP Oa It 41411,111~44,T ta Aar. htill.ANNVIth1s410.4 74,44' ...1"4111411711. .41/1.4.0 30:.:114".4 Ai t. . 4.11 4 a., Ir.P4V A , 4044441.44 TAW' 474 41. ThSA. ;
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exist, she contended, when the childfo interest And mental growth are beat

ouited to acquiring certain spooializod knowledge. Some of the children in the

Casa learned to road, write and count before six.

She was much before her day in psychological underotanding.
6

In

Virginia Fleegets synthesis of the objectives of her method, this is very

apparent.

These follow:

1. Developing in each child a positive attitude toward school.
2. Helping each child develop pelf-confidence as an independent person.

3. Asoisting each child in building a habit of concentration.

14. Fostering in the child an abiding curiosity.
5. Developing habits of initiative and persistence.
6. Fostering inner security and a sense of order in the child.

7. Helping the child develop his sensory-motor skills.
8. Sharpening his ability to discriminate and judge.
9. Helping the child develop socially.
10. Helping the child develop his creative intelligence and imagination.7

In brief, each child is helped to develop within himself the foundational

habits, attitudes, skills, appreciations, and ideas which are essential for a

lifetime of creative learning.

Having conceived and applied her method, she accepted a chair at the'

University of Rome, where she lectured on pedagogical anthropology from 1900 to

1907. Dr. Montessori, however, never ceased her interest in the Cana dei

bini. gy this time there were many more than the original one she had founded

6Phyllis Wailbank, "Montessori Now," Times

No. 2184 (March, 1957), P. 415.

7Virginia Fleege, Standard orating Procedures for a Montessori School

(Oak Park, Ill.: Oak Par Monteasori CEIVITIRWOIMIX1157.537751567-5571:3.



and she continually observed, studied, revised, and improved theIlew method

oho had conceived. "I am 'willing to see those who are in search of truth,"

said Dr. Montessori, "but many come out of curiosity or with a passion for the

now and unusual. I cannot meet those purloiners of time. If I saw all callers

and answered all letters, I should have no time for experiment and study, and

may system is not yet completed. "8

In 1912 she wrote The Montessori Method, the first book in a long series

of prolific writings. This precipitated the establishment of the,Mmtessori

Research Institute of which she was director.

She extended her method to London in 1919 whore she hold a training

course. Subsequently she conducted courses in Spain, Holland, India, Scotland

and Ireland.

In 1922 she was appointed as government inspector of schools in Italy.

Shortly before this she visited America as guest of the family of Thomas

Edison. At this time an American Montessori Society was formed under the

presidency of Alexander Graham Bell, the honorary secretary being the daughter

of the then president, Miss Margaret Wilson.

Five thousand people, with hundreds turned away, attended a lecture

125
which she gave at Carnegie Hall. Chicago made her an honorary member-of the

cx)

(7)
Academy of Science.

Celq
It was the year of the San Francisco World Exhibition. Montessori

was quick to seize the opportunity this presented for making her method

better known. For the whole duration of the exhibition a Montessori

0
Poi

8Florence Ward, The Montessori Method and the American School (New York:

The Macmillan Co., 191777)=."--------
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cVssl in a specially constructed room mith glass valls, vas carried
on.... The glass room as surrounded by specially arranged seats from
which hundreds of people at a time could match the children at vork.9

Monteseori did not remain in the United States, however. The Associated

Press statoo:

The United States has angered Dr. Maria Montessori, the world-
known educator. She has returned to Italy under the patronage of
Mussolini to carry her theory of individual education into practice in
the high schools.

Until recently Dr. Montessori said she as pleased with the United
Staten. Educators had accepted her method. There were ten thousand
Montessori teachers in America.

'tat now,' she said, 'people who were formerly my assistants and
lieutenants are using my method in whole or in part and putting their
own names or other names on it. They have taken my ideas and are making
profitable uao of th2m mithoat giving me or the Montessori method credit.

'But that can I do? My method is not patented. They are legally
free to do as they like. :I°

The demise of the method in the United States folio led shortly after

Montessori returned to Italy. In a study of the rise and fall of the Method in

the United States in the early twentieth century the following are listed as

causes:

1. Many educators (Dewey, Kilpatrick, Shay and Morgan) thought the
system teas: (a) based on an outgrovn faculty psychology; (b) a plan of
sense training of doubtful psychological validity; and, (c) involved in
too early a start in the formal arts of learning.

2. The cost end complete reliance on didactic materials and on the
'prepared environment' did not appeal to administrators and tax payers.

werANIWWWWW....10...1.,n*WWWmmerelMonnOWINNweame00.11.7..1 VOgartgorawsMIN**1.01.141smon.W.INVI.......wversr

9E.M. Standing, Maria Montessori: Her Life and Work (Nets York: Nem
American Library of World Literature, pp. 62-63.

1°"Madame Montessori and American Imitators," Elementary School Journal,
XXV (April, 1930), p. 570.

417anweammc=c^:, rxUMW AMYL 2=2:7MIVIY: 17=1131.11,20M .14=01:1=VC:X.:747= 11.7.41 2111611110C1M--"",:=UVUTIMar

MOTIM111.111111.1
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3. Educators and parents objected to the lack of artistic
expression, fairy tales, dramatics, make-believe, field trips, and doll
corners in the Montessori systm.

14. Some critics had rceervations about the Montessori sseLem
because they felt it was Catholic-oriented.

5. Them, is little doubt but that the treatise by William
Kilpetriek 'disproved here as far as many educators were concerned.
Probably one of Kilpatrick's ninon t cerious indictieents ageinst her syetem
is that it 'had the spirit but not the content of modern science.'

6. John Devey's phllosephy of progressive education seemed to fit
the American conception of democracy much bettor than the philosophy of
Maria Pmtensori.

7. Many perent:s and edueaors felt a system derived from work vith
the mentally defect:Lea and culturally deprived child was not appropriate
for normal children.

8. The lack of qualified teachers (directresses) and the quality
of the teacher-training program limited the spread of ' le movment.

9. The method vas EUopean based - too far from the mainstreem of
American tliought.

10. The Montessori movement as poorly timed for adoption by
American schools: (1) John D.:eve:qtr..' progressive novew.ent as more in
keeping eith the social evolution taking place in this country. (2)
There 1-,as already a vell-founded kindergarten movement in the United
State!, (3) Educators were in the proccse of updeting the Froebelian
PrimiPlos (14) World War I intervened to tax the economy and energies
of 'Lhe people.'

Near the end of her life, in 1951, she came to the United States again

to attend an international conference of Nontessorians. Tributes wore paid to

her by the representatives of many nations. She set them aside vith firmness

iaich showed her on aoareness of the dangers of a personal cult. In a

speech in which her astringent wit, tempered by good humor, saved the meeting

from et Doti she urged her followers to look beyond herself to the vision

A, saw +awe 74,...147..nosat w ....;,.........Satuirlt.41*.Na al.w.A.wwUeSSV$

llmary
Lorene Wills, "Conditions Associated With the Rase and Decline

of the Montessori Method of Kindergarten-Nursery' Education in the United
States from 1911-1921," Dissertation Abstracts, XXVII (1966-67) 2841-A.

,s,......%.,r+4.1..mmr3survone
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which she had consistently expounded. "12

Maria Montessori died in Noordwjik, Netherland, on May 6, 1952, at the

are of eighty-ene. She suffered only a very short illness and, in fact, took

care of some correspondence on the very day of her death*

Tho best description of her character is in her own works. "It has been

said that a child oho was exposed to nothing but the Montessori method during

his preschool, and school years would emerge as an individual cast in the save

mold as Madanl nontesseri hereelft scientific, precise, objective, accurate,

=motional, independent, vigorously individual. «13

In A History of Education: Socrates to Montessori, Luella Cole in-

cludes her as one of the worldts great teachers.14 Popularly (Time Magazine),

She was even haned as the founder of progressive education.15 If she was not

this, she was, at least, "the first one to give the world a rational theory of

education based upon true biological, anthropological, and sociological lays,

together with the concrete embodiment of the theory in a set of material which

has been tested by years of study and experience."
16

What some historians of education credit William Heard Kilpatrick, or,

perhaps, John Nvey, with killing, turns up currently to be very much alive:

...

12"Montesserian Attitude: Freedom und3r Authority," Times Educational
py.222922Et2. MDCCCLXXXII (May 25, 1951J, p. 415*

13Cole, p. 574.

14Ibid., p. 563.

15
"First Progressive," L (October, 1947), p. 56.

16Ellen Yale Stevens, A Guide to the Montessori Method (New York:
Frederick A. Stokes, 1913)) P. 107--

-111117111111r4V-IMPSOIONOLONI-s*IIIIV 01.110-44111,1111111411110.41/, 6.*V114a1011111~1,1111,001GWV11.44 111411111,11111111011**1116.11 11111111141MS+1101110....111.01141 r./.



the Montessori, Movement in America.17

Nancy Rambuech was the "dynamo" who started it again. She opened the

Whitby School in suburban Greenwich,1 Connecticut, in 1958, which set off wide-

spread fanfare about a achool where preschoolers were already learning the

three Ws. "Its old Montesoori methods turned out to be a showcase of nearly

every 'new idea' that United States educators had lately discovered."18 Since

then Montessori schools have mushroomed from coast to coast. The moms or

failure of this new movement remains yet to be seen.

Vevertheleei, the Montessori Theories, °glacially that of Inner Die-

cipline, must live' on. "There is no need to claim that the Montessori Method

offers only the choice of accepting it as a whole with all its parts intact, or

of rejecting it altogether."19 Its bent friends are those who submit it,

piecemeal, to the test of careful scrutiny ;20

Perhaps the philosophy itself, even in the absence of the expensive

apparatus can contribute substantially to the contemporary scene. The princi-

ples underlying this philosophy will be the concern of the next chapter.

17Gilbert Donahue, "Montessori and American Educational Literature, an
Unfinished Chapter in the History of Ideas," Paper presented at lot American
Montessori Society ominar, Greenwich, Conn., 1962, p. 1.

lei
'Joy of Learning, Whitby School," Time, LXXVII (May, 1961), p. 63.

19Emma Plank, "Reflections on the Revival of the Montessori Method,"

LaavaL2LFurse....a23122a11222.xv11, (May, 1962)) p. 454'

20Wards 221A.te, I). VII.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF THE MONTLSSORI THIORY OF INNER DISCIPLINE AS Dr.t.tIVED

FROn THE WRITINGS OF MARIA MONTESSORI

Intrcduction

Maria Ebutessori r-vcr left a "sinle, systetrati7ed account of the

principles behind her mithodology", but she did le!..ve a plethora of books,

articles, and manuscripts of lectures. In these, horever, the language barrier

defies translation for the Anglo-Saxon reader uho needs someone of her own

enlightenment to "rethink her thoughts"2 in his cultural and educational

persuasion. Maria Montessori herself posited the problem in this manner: "It

is alloys very difficult for in to sot forth rq argument, because this argument

is not a simple conception lku a line, but it is immense, if you mill, like a

desert or an ocean. So it is very difficult for v.a to kneu just what I can do

in order to give you what I mould, for I do not myself km: the extent of this

greatneu."3

kabcrt J. Clark, "ilontessori end Catholic Principles," The ORtholic
Educaticnal Retteu, LX (February, 1962), p. 711.

2
Sheila Radice, The Neu Children: Talks vith linter Msria Montessori,

(Neu York: Frederick T7kokes Co., lyn) p. 1.

3aria Montes$ori, Reconstruction in alucation, (Madras, India:.
Theosophical Publishing Hous:571A6)7

10
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Disarming to the reecarcher, too, is her use of mystiques She eaeily

refers to a "mysterious inward impulsets or to a "sort of miracle occurring in

the inner life of each child"5 - both baffling references for the reader. At

another time she speaks of "order which came from mysterious, hidden, inner

directives"6 and, again, of he "mysterious will that direct:, the child's for-

mation."7 Despite this mystique and beneath the "many rhetorical generaliza-

tions and charmingly described episodes," the techniques are fresh
8 and from

them can be formulated several not-ao-explicitly-atated principles.

Disci line Throu ,h !Abort

To Maria Montessori the most important problem humanity faced was that of

educating the child,
9 yet the fundamental problem of education, the education

of character, was neglected by the sohools." It was through her theory of

"discipline through liberty"11 that she meant to meet the crying educational

need of the time - character development. in The Monstessori Method she

clearly stated:

liMaria Montessori, The Discove of the Child trans. Mary A. Johnstone

(2nd Edition; Madras, Indriti aase ra a ions, 1958), p. 385.

Maria Montessori, "Disciplining Children," McClure, XXXIX (May, 1912),

p. 96.

6Maria Montessori, The Formation of Man, trans. Joosten iMadras,

India: Theosophical Hous7,77537,W
7Ibid., p. 21.

8Znma Plank. op. cit., p. 1O.

9Maria Montessori, The Child, (India: Theosophical Publishing House,

1961), p. 8.

"Ibid., I). 6.

11Maria Montessori, The Montessori Mtliod.j.. (New 'York: Schockon Press,
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Discipline muLt come through liberty. Here is a great principle which
is difficult for followers of common-achool methods to understand. How
Shan one obtain clip_ElplIne_ in a clasp of fr ©e children?...If discipline
is founded upon libiitYTtEe discipline itself must necessarily be
active. We do not consider an individual diaciplined only when he has
WATTendered as artificially silent as a mute and as immovableae a
paralytic. This is an individual annihilated, not d1221211232d."

Dr. Montessori took groat pains in defining the liberty of which she

spoke because she felt that educators had "the same concept of liberty which

animates a people in the hour of rebellion from slavery or perhaps, the con-

ception of social liberty which signifiee the liberation of a country. H13

She asked the educators of her time to consider her definition of liberty and

to realize that the one single educational problem facing them was: How are we

to give the child liberty?14

To Maria Montessorl, liberty was synonymous with aotivity;
15

the need for

the latter she equated with the need for food16 for with "healthy, growing

children Ell= is the normal state 22:1213.. To be forced into physical in-

activity is one of the most severe punishments one can administer to children.

And yet, teachers insist that children remain physically inactive for long

periods of time in the classroom.17 So she assailed tradition over and over,

1
2Ibid. 13Ibid. p. 15.

Maria Montessori, ontaneous Activit in Education,. trans. Florence
Simonds (Cambridge, Massac usottss Robert ent ay, Inc., 1964), p. 5.

15Maria Montessori. The Montessori Method

16Maria Montessori The Child, o

"Maria Montessori, To Educate the
Kalakdhetra Publications, 195677571-

op. cit. p. 86.

p. 10.

776.Hter,rintn......tPotantal., (Madras, India:

I
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built on the premise that good not be confounded with immobility and evil with

activity.18

It distressed her to a ©e teachers "almost involuntarily recall children

to immobility without observing and distinguishing the nature of the movements

they repressed. ""19 One day, a child who vac considered abnormal because of the

uncoordinated movements he made, set about, with great interest, moving tablet,.

Immediately he was halted in his activity becaucol he was making too much notes.

This was Hone of the first ranifectations in this child of movements that were

coordinated and directed toward a useful end, and it wan therefore an action

that should have been respected. " "24

At another time a child, interested in helping the teacher arrange

certain materials, was told to return to his seat. The child had merely tried

to be helpful; for him the time had been ripe for a lesson in orderliness.21

Warne Montessori used the analogy of a scientist assigned to do further

research with hymenoptera in describing inactive children. "He-. is shown a

glass-covered ease containing a number of beautiful butterflies, mounted by

means of pine, their outspread wings motionlese...Xith such material as this,

the experimental scientist can do nothing." To force children to be inactive,

"to rob them of the spontaneous expression of their personality till they are

almost like dead beings," is to treat the children "like butterflies, mounted

18Maria Montessori, alltammiativAL op. cit., p. 93.

19Ibid., pp. 90-91. 20Ibid., p. 91.

21Ibid.
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on pine, fastened each to his place, the desk, spreading the wings of barren

and meaningleas knowledge which they have acquired."22

In one of her few sarcastic moments, she ridiculed the amount of scien-

tific expertise wasted on the development of the stationary desk - that mechan-

ical device which fostered the continuation of the principle of slavery to

pervade the common-schools. "It is the conquest of liberty which the school

needs, not the mechanism of a bench.""

To Maria Montessori liberty was synonymous with spontaneity.

"We cannot know the consequencea of suffocating a faza12.9AojeLat
the time when a child is just beginning tr) be active: perhaps we suffocate

life itself," she said.214

She acknowledged that the general belief among educators was that "the

way to attain satisfaction is to 'learn something' "25 from a person so

designated to "teach something," but said rather, "It is precisely necessary

that nobody interfere in obstructing the spontaneous activity of the childien

in an environment prepared no that their need for development can find.

satisfaction. "26 The school not permitting "the freill. rational manifestations

of the child"27 and the school which "arrested the spontaneous movements with

22IbidO PO 140

24Ib1dO p. 67.

26Maria Montessori

"Ibid., p* 15.

25Ibid., p. 357.

The Formation of Man, 2.24..211., p. at.

27Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 15.
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the imposition of arbitrary tasks"28 was a lifeless mimic of that in which the

children could b© nurtured in "their natural method of spontaneous self-

development "29

To Maria Montessori liberty was synonymous with individuality,

"It is remarkable how clearly individual differences show themselves....

The child, conscious and free, reveals himeelf."
30

Dr. Montessori contended that the teacher had to study the child as an

individual31 and that she must also "give such help as to make it possible for

childr ©n to achieve the satisfaction of their own individual aims and

desires. "32 For th$1 child to become aware of this individuality was the birth

of manhood within him.
33

To Maria Montessori liberty was further synonymous with independence.

"The first form of educational intervention must tend to lead the child

toward independence...His spontaneous manifestation will become clear, with

the clearness of truth, revealing his nature."34

The child, because of the peculiar characteristics of helplessness
with which he is born, and because of his qualities as a social
individual is circumscribed by bonds which limit his activity ....An
educational method that shall 117-0"6-tEberty "iirrEs basis...must be such as
shall help him to diminish, inj raInnWtriannor, these social bonds,
which limit his activities0...)% In reality, he who is ar Iramited

28Ibid op p. 88. 29Ibid., p. 357.

31Ibid., p 28.
32

Ibid., p. 97.

33Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, trans. Claude A. Claremont (3rd
Edh Madras, India: Theosophical Publishing House, 1961), p. 272.

34Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method,

35Ibid.

30
Ibid., p. 95:
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in his independence. This concept vill be the foundation of the tan of
the future; tz do not vish to be served, bscaneee I at not an impotent.'
And this idea ,met be gained before ren can feel themeelves to be
really free.30

D. Montessori told of once observin a very small child's frustration

over his inebility to sce the objects a large group of children mere gathered

about. Seeing a chair, he started toverd it to stand on it and thus be able to

sue, but the teacher picked him up and hold him over the group in full vision

of the objects. "Undoubtedly the child, seeing the toys, did not experdenee

the joy that ho vas about to feel through convering the obstacle himself

0..# "37 The man who, through his ovn efforts, is able to perform all the

actions necessary for his cenn comfort end development in life, conquers him-

self, and in doing yo valtiplies his abilities and perfects himself as an

indIvidual....We must make the future generation parEal men, and by that ve

mean men vho are independent and free."3
8

The liberty that Maria Nontcssori defined as analogous to activity, spon-

taneity, individuality, and independence had limits, and these limits she under

scored.

The liberty of the child should have as its limit the collective
interest; as its form, vhat vs universally consideFFod breeding. We
must therefore, cE"eck in the child whatever offends or annoys others,
or whatever tends tovard rough or ill-bred acts. But all the rest -
every nanifestation having a useful scope - vhatever it be, and under
whatever form it expresses itself, must be pernitted.39

Decisively she rejected irresponsible permissiveness vhich castigated

~OM 0.11111....11. .01.10P.11.11.0../Weretl *WOW. 4 Mr... W. WNW

p. 97.

39Ibid., p. 87.

37I e, p. 92. 38Ibid., p. 101.
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all repression. "To let the pupils do what they like, to muse them with light

occupations, to lead them back to an almost vild state, does not solve the

problem....4° The principle of lib3rty is not a prJneiple of abandonment. "41

A visitor to a Montessori class once asked one of the students if she

always did :;hat she liked. "'No, ma'am,' said the child. 'It Js not that we

do as e like, but ve like what we do.' The child grasped the subtle

difference between doing a thing because jt gives one pleasure, and enjoying a

piece of work that one has decided to do. "42

In a prepared environment, which we vill discuss later, Maria set the

boundaries in which the child could freely function. "Useless or dangerous

acts" mere, of course, "suppressed, destroyed. "43

Dr. Montessori knew that at some tiux the children that she handled

mould be exposed to the current mode of collective education and that it would

happen then as it mould other times in life that they must all remain seated

and quiet for long periods of time. She conceived of this, hovever, as a

point at which the children would arrive and not as something that should be

imposed from the start.45

In The Montecori Nbthod, the definite parallel of freedom and discipline

is paramount. Active discipline "contains a great educational principle, very

VmamlommmaaGml,maigm.

40Mara Montessori, The Formation of Man, op. cit., p. 19.
Amsv, ma wat*.e.,amna M.N.+ Oa W.*

41Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Eiucation, op. cit., p. 9.

42Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 284.

14 Maria Montecsori, The Montessori. Dethed, op. nit., p. 88.

44Ibid., pa 93. 451bid., P. 94.
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different from the old time absolute undiscussed coercion to immobility."
0

One of the things that gave Madame Montessori the greatest food for thought was

"precisely the fact of order and discipline so closely united as to result in

freedom.
"47 Thus she could say, as she often did, "Freedom and discipline go

hand in hand."
48

Discipline,however, is not a fact, but a 122., which the child masters

with precision.° over a varying period of time.

Dr. Montessori, in The Montessori Methos3 vividly illustrated that

discipline must be acquired: "I saw children with their feet on the tables, or

with their fingers in their noses....I saw others push their companions, and I

saw dawn in the faces of these an expression of violence.
"50

The kernel of the

method can be isolated taus: "Hero io encountered the great difficulty of

really disciplining man. It is not by words that it will be done for man is

not disciplined by hearing another speak; there is required as preparation a

series of actions.
51

Discipline is reached always by indirect means. The

end is obtained, not by attacking the mistake and fighting it, but by developin

activity in spontaneous work."52

46Ibid., p. 95.

°Maria Montessori, The Secret of Childhood, Trans. Barbara B. Carter

(Calcutta: Orient Longman1719-61T,7:17r .

"Maria Montessori, "As the Twig is Bent," Rotarian. LXXXII (Jan., 1953)

p.11.

49
Maria

5°Maria

51Maria

52Maria

Montessori,

Montessori,

Montessori,

Montessori

The Discovery of the Child, pasa., p. 373.

The Montessori Method, 224.211., p. 92.

The DiscoverulLtha.ggli 224_911., pp. 370-371.
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This is the heart of Montessori's Theory of Discipline. In The Months --

Method she describes it:

The first dawning of real discipline comes through work. At a
given moment it happens that a child bcccmcs keenly interested in a
piece of work, showing it by the expression in his face, and by his
intense attention, by his perseverance in the same exercise. That child

has set foot on the road leading to disciplinu.3

She reiteintes this same principle, almost paraphrases it, in The

Discovery of the Child: "The first glimmerings of discipline appear as the

result of work. At some given moment it happens that the child becomes deepl

interested in a piece of work; we see it in the expression of his face, his in-

tense concentration, the devotion to his exercise. That child has entered

upon the path of discipline. "54

In The Absorbent Mind she again notes: "Discipline is born when the

child concentrates his attention on som object that &ttracts him and which

provides him with a useful exelecise."55

J.

The importance here is not so much the external object, "but the internal

action of the soul, responding to a stimulus, and arrested by it. "56 Dr.

Montessori said she never really knew the precise moment when the change took

place in the child but the grog ling interest of the child in every kind of

occupation
57 and the ability to repeat the same exercise often were signs that

4IM11401.11.11111100.111,1,

eq
)41aria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op cit., p. 350.

%Maria Montessori, The Discovery of the Child, op. cit., p. 370.
or.P.mmewedrin v,.....am...

5,Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, op. cit.., pp. 263-64.sar or. 9 .iwnwras

%Maria Montessori, Spontsneous Activity in Education, op. cit., p. 89.

57Ibid., p. 96.
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this child was "on the way to aelf development, and the external sign of thin

condition vas hie eelf-diecipline."
58

It vats intereating to note, also, that after a child had completed a tank

done with this complete concentration, the child appeared "rested and

intimately strengthened. "59 The movement of the child, however, had to have an

intelligent and useful aim in order for the child to realize this lack of

fatigue. "Many men feel the dreadful emptiness of being compelled to may()

without an object. One of the cruel puntehmenta invent ©d for the chaatieoment

of slaves was to make them dig deep holes in the earth and fill them up again

Tepe&tedly, in other words, to make them work without an objnot."6°

It is evident, then, that to Maria Montessori, diecipline came by an

indirect route and that this discipline as from within; "every individual must

find out how to control his own efforts through calm and silent activity.
"61

Dr. Montessori was always very wary, however, of equating the calm man

with the disciplined man. She thought that the calmness of the children was

too physical a symptom, "too partial and superficial compared with the true

discipline being established within the child." She did not want her schools

to be merely models of the mach-sought-after external discipline found in the

58Maria Montessori,

59Maria Montessori,

"Maria Montessori,

61Maria Montessori,

The Montessori Method, 924.11I., p. 358.

The Child, clazizI., p. 21.

spontaneous .14sIIYAI2:11.12111ELIIsm, SalAte, P. 149*

The Disaovo of the Child, op. cit., p. 371
11110.0111POIMP111=111
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common eohoola,62 "for the child...learns to move rather than to sit still 63

Since the very mainopring of Montoetorite theory of discipline ie the

tact that it ie from within, the 'speaks often and clearly of this inner forces

Discipline ie a path in the followipg of which the child graope the
abstract conception of goodnees....04 Tho child teeter, the supremo
pleasure amoiuted with the inward ordgr which he has evolved through
victories loading to the right goal...a°, From hie con:saw:mese of the
(imer) dovolopmont of hie poreonality, the child dertvee the impulno
to peroict in those tasko, the induatry to porfoo them, and the
intelligont joy he ahous in their coNpletion....00

Again she speaks of rouulte evidently from the development of energies

latent in the depths of the human (soul.° In the case of the little child, the

stresses, it is a quoation of aiding the natural evolution of voluntary

aotion.68 He will not be able to vork till he feels the awakening within him

of that tremendous instinctive activity which is destined to construct his

character and his mind,69 "All human victories, all human progress, stand upon

this inner fordo. "70

Dr. Mont:mica filled many pages of her works with effusive description

of the children in which this inner force was at work. "The children appeared

62ivid
p. 381.

63Maria Montessori,

6422.d., p. 353.

65maria Montessori,

66Karia Montessori,

67Maria Montessori,

68a1E4, p. 351°

°Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 270.

The Montessori Method, 2214.211, pp. 8687.

212.219,22mLaE1112.21112b MILAt41, p. 3740

aman922.4911tily in Education ova. AIL, p. 152.

21.1.22221.1912WIATIL.Eat.111*, p. 349.
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to be too much absorbed in their work to indulge in any of the diaorderly

action° which had marked their conduct in the beginning....71 The quiet in

claps was complete when the children were at work and moving. No one had

enfcrcod it, and what is more) no one could have obtained it by external

mane". 72
she) further, points out:

In a few days that nebulous masa of whirling particles - the disorderly
children - began to take definite form. The children seemed to begin to
find their own way; in many of the objects they had at first despised as
silly playthings, they began to discover a novel interest) and as a
result of thJA new intoreLt, they began to act as independent
individuals.

Over and over she underscores the foot that while

all this keen interest in work is in evidence it never happens that
children get into disputes about objects* If anyone achieves something
extraordinary, he will find some other who will admire and be delighted
with it; no one is annoyed when another succeeda, but the triumph of and
rouses wonder and pleasure in the others, often stimulates eager
imitators. They all seem quite happy and satisfied with doing what they
caa, without the doings of others arogsing envy and selfish emulation)
without encouraging vanity and pride. 14

She enthusiastically posits:

Here you may find forty children from three to seven years of age) intent
each on his own work; some are doing exercises, some arithmetic, some
tracing letters, some drawing; some are easy with the cloths, some are

dusting; some are seated at a table) some stretched on mats on the
ground. One hears a faint noise of7pbjects being woved lightly about,
of children going about on tip-toe.

71Maria Montessori

72Maria Montessori

"Maria Montessori

74Maria Montessori

75Ibid.) p. 367.

ontaneous Activit in Education .221.9.a*, p. 93.

The Secret of Childhood, op4111.) p. 146.

S ontaneous Activit in Education 2R21.I., p. 90.

224.911*, P. 368.The Discovery of the Child
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Montesrori vas often secured of fostering an "exaggerated dieciplino"

in uto clareroom governed by her method. She knew, though, that freedom was to

initerunt in this order that only if it were lacking could Shy by secured of

Lying too stringent for "if there le sone lack of discipline, the cruse ie to

be found in acre lack of freedom. "76

It itttb alleged, too, that she created in her boas, as Rousseau had done

in his, a kind of romantic story.
77 She could only answer by telling the dis-

believers to come. and see fcr thenvelvps that "rly daecription of these

phenomena was not tom inaginnt.ve tale, or tiorwthiN; I had dreamt."78

Discipline, than, to Dr. Montersori, was an on-going process dependent

on pervonnl freedom. It was brought about through the inner force developed

in the child by epontanecus interest in and concentratien on an external

object (stork). The child, internally responding to this external etinulus,

learned to novo about actively and purposefully, rather than wildly or mutely

and Apathetically .

Obedience

"Discipline could bo impossible if not for the instinct of obedience in

the child."79 Thus she introduces her second thesis. "It is easy, in fact,"

she says, "to identify obedience as a natural phenomenon of human life; it is a

normal human characteristic." Movever, even though it is normal, it needs to

76Moria Montentorl, 'What Ye: Shelld Kroll Ab.A7s1:.r Child, ed. A. Ghana

Prakasam Ot:t;Jras, India: WirETTPFaiT7.901757p. 137.

77Maria Monteseoril The Formation of Mtn, op. cit., p. 40.

78Ibid., p. 39.

79maria Montessori, Mhat You Should Know fiboat Child, on. cit. p. 138.
1.
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BOby cultivated through a lone period of maturation. The instinct is there but

in some cum there is no obedience because it is an impoecibility.al

Oppression has so worked against the child82 that he does not know "how to

obey. Be must, therefore, be given tho opportunities for exorcise in obedience

so as to enable him to respond to it. 83 To obey, it is necessary not only to

wish to obey, but also to know how to. "811

The instinct of obedience in the child muei, therefore, be made useful

and active. Because of this Dr. Montessori gave studied consideration to the

training of the will.

The will, like every other function, is strengthened and developed
by methodical exercises. In our method, exercises of the will are
incorporated with all intellectual exorcises and in the everyday life of
the child. Outwardly the child is learning accuracy and grace of ove-
ment, is refining his sensations, and is learning to count and write, but
as a more deepsoated result, he is becomtpg master of himself, the fore-
runner of the man of strong, ready will.Q2

Dr. Montessori defines three steps through which the development of the

will proceeds.

The first level is that in which the child can obey, but not
always....If the child is not yet master of his actions, if he cannot
obey even his own will, so much less can he obey the will; of eomeone
else....At the second level, the child can absorb another person's
wishes and express them in his own behaviour. This is the most that is

°Maria

81Maria

"Maria

83Maria

%aria

;aria

Montessori

Montessori,

Montessori,

Montessori,

Montessori,

Montessori,

The Absorbent Mind ) P. 257.

what You Shoiild Know About Your Child, 2p.At.

TheAbsorbentMind, op. cit p. 2614.

Vhat You Should Know About Your Child, 2,24.111.

alallmaearllislasiLL221sat, p. 364.

The Discovery of the Child, 221.51.. p. 383.aw..a.a^w.e.erAoe...".*.AAroP...m.An...eso-o.Vod
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usually stoked of chlldrons The teacher in the common achoo oaks only
that she be obeyed.

There is, however, another phase and this is the power to obey. "Among our

children the level reached is so high that the teacher is obeyed immediately,

whatever her request may be. "87

A directreaa of ten years experience gave a very marked example of a

group of children who had arrived at this third phase. One day she told the

children to "put everything away before you go home tonight". Before she had

completed her sentence they started with groat care and speed to put everything

away as the teacher had told them. It was with surprise that they heard ""when

you go home tonight' 8

This is an extreme example but it relays the message that it is not

only necessary, but possible to cultivate the

Dr. Monteasori feared that the ordinary teacher and the ordinary school

often instead brokelthe.dhijd's will.

We often hear it said that a child's will should be 'broken' and that
the best education for the will of the child is to learn to give it up
to the will of adults. Leaving out of the question the injustice vhich
is at the root of ovary act of tyranny, this idea is irrational because
the child cannot give up what he does not possess. We prevent him in
this way from forming his on will-pawer, and we commit the greatest and
most blameworthy mistake. Ho never has time or opportunity to test him-
self, to estimate his own force and his own limitations because ho is
always interrupted and subjected to our tyranny, and languishes in in-
justice because ho is always being bittgly reproached for not having
what adults are perpetually destroying.°9

86Maria Montessori The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 260.

87Ibid., p. 262. 88Ibid., p. 261.

69Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, 910211.1, p. 366.

101011,41110001101101.1.011=
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It was Dr. Monteseori's contention that it is much easier to destroy a

will than to cultivate it* It can be broken in a moment, but the development

is a long slow procees. 90

In a very gentl', very aurprioing way, Lt. Montessori came upon the way

she moat often used for direct cultivation of the will. One day she entered a

class carrying a very small child of perhaps one or two years old. She asked

the children to atop what they were doing and to become ao quiet as the little

child. Her own words boat describe what happened.

The silence was so striking that I said, 'What a silence! t and the
children seemed also to feel its quality, and remained still, controlling
their breath, till I began to hear sounds that I had not noticed before,
as the ticking of the clock, water dripping from an outside tap, and the
buzzing of flies. This silence wan a cause of great joy to the children,
and from it developed a feature of our schools. 111:y it could be measured
the strength of the 'rill of the children, and with is exercise the mill
became stronger and the silence period lengthened.71

It was with this characteristic gentleness that Maria set about helping

the child to develop his will. She abhorred the use of oppression. She said,

Only exercise and experience can correct a disability, and it takes long
practice to acquire the various kinds of skill that are needed. The un-
disciplined child enters into discipline by working in the company of
others; not by being told that he is naughty. If you tell a pupil that
he lacks the ability to do something, he m ght as well rejoin, *Then why
talk about it? I can see that for myself.*

In the same vein she said, "If a child carries out the will of the teach-

er because he is afraid, or because his affection his exploited, he has no will

9°Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, .24.21114 p. 254.

91Maria Montessori, Education for a New World (4th Ed.; Madras, India;
Vasanta Press, 1963), P.

92Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 245.
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and obedience that is secured by suppression of the will is truly oppression.

Such is often the obedience obtained in schools, but the' finesse of discipline

is to obtain obedience from developed wills."

Obedience, then, to Dr. Montoccori was an instinct which must be

cultivated through the gentle training of the will..

Reward and Punishment

"Rewards for accomplishment ware banished from the vory first Montessori

class. Called 'those degrading things' by Dr. Montessori, they would never

substitute, in her view, for the only reason a person should excel. - his

desire to do so, 'Heaven forbid,' she said, 'that poems should over be born of

the (poet's) desire to be crowned in the capita101"94

To Dr. Montessori the "true and only prize which will nev ©r belittle or

disappoint is the birth of human power and liberty within."95 She felt that

other rewards might create the illusion of being effective but when

the child becomes truly self-disciplined, th9se dissolve like something
worthless, like an illusion before reality.90 The child, in fact, once
he feels sure of himself, will no longer seek approval of authority every
step. He will go on piling up finished work of which the others know
nothing, obeying merely the need to produce and perfect the fruits of his
industry.9?

93Maria Montessori, Education for a New World, 224_91.1., p. 85.

94Charles Mangel, "Montessori: Education Begins at Three," Look, XXIX,
(Jan. 26, 1965), p. 62.

95Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, p. 101.

96Maria Montessori, znallEammar9112A21, o cit., p. 370.

"Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, o1 4.pit., p. 275.
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It was of great concern to Dr. Montessori that a system of prizes could

oven warp a child by causing him to choose work for the sake of reward, rather

than that which is of most interest and of which ho is most capable.98 She

often said that "'he who accompliehns a truly human work, he who does something

really great and victorious, is never spurred to his task by those trifling at-

tractions called by the name of tprizest."99 She insisted that "progress comes

from neu things that are born, and these, not being foreseen, aro not rewarded

with prizes."1
00

Dr. Montessori happily noted that sometimes the children refused a re-

ward. She said she often saw "gilt crosses pinned to the breasts of children

without arousing the smallest reaction; here then was the awakening of a deli-

cate sense of dignity.
0101

In The Secret of Childhood she illustrates this:

One day on coming into the school I eau a child sitting in a little arm-
chair in the middle of the room, all by hiunlf, doing nothing; on his
chest he wore the pmpous decoration that the teacher had prepared as
reward of good behaviour. The teacher told me that the child vas being
punished. Eat a moment earlier she had rewarded another child, pinning
the decoration on him. And this child, passing beside the culprit, had
passed the decoration on to him, as though it were something useless and
in the way of anyone vho wanted to work. The culprit looked at the
decoration mith indifference and then looked tranquilly about him,
evidently without feeling his puniphr;lent. This was enough to show the
vanity of rellards and punishments.1°'

98Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 24.

99Ibid., p. 23. l001bid., p. 2L.

10]Maria Montessori, The Secret of. Childhood, op. cit., p. 138.

102Ibido, 137 -138.
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The prevalence of the use of punitive measures in the common schools

surprised and appalled Dr. Montessori. She reports in The Formation of Man

that when her beliefs became known, "a group of English teacheru protested

publicly and decls,red that if punishments were abolished they would resign from

teaching because they could not educate without punishments." In the same vein

she mused: "Punishnents! I had not realized that they mere an indispensable

institution holding sway over the whole of child-humanity. All men have grown

up under this humiliation1"1°3

Another source of astonishment to Dr. Montessori was the inquiry spon-

sored by the Institute Jean-Jacques Rousseau in co-operation with the Nets Educa

tion Fellowship. "Educational institutions and private homes were asked what

kind of punishments they used to educate the children. It is curious that in-a

stead of feeling offended at such an indiscreet inquiry all hastened to submit

information and some institutions seemed proud of their mode of punishing."104

Dr. Montessori insisted that "the normal man grows perfect through ex-

panding, and punishment as commonly understood is almays a form of

repression."1°5

Although Maria Montessori rejected every form of repression or oppression

she was not above correction. E.M. Standing mentions that she told him once of

000IMINOM* .1.1.04M04.1.11.0"

10Maria Montessori, The Formation of Man, op. cit., p. 1 .0.

1°4Ibid., p. 41.

106Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 25.
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an occasion when she reprimanded a disorderly child in a house whore she was

staying. "The mother maid, salt you shouldn't do that - it is against the

Montessori principles! ' 'As if I didn't know my own principles, 'she added

with a wry smilo.J0106

Correction, however, was the exception and not the rule. She thought tha

"rather than try to correct the thousand and one visible signs of a deviation

from normal development, the teacher needs only to'offer, in an interesting

form, means for the intelligent development of more harmonious movements."'"

One of the basic contentions of Montovorils system is that "the child

0108 The application of this to herwho does not do, does not know how to do.

condemnation of rewards and punishments can be found in almost any of her

writings.

We know only too well the sorry spectacle of tie teacher who, in the
ordinary schoolroom, must pour certain cut and dried facts into the heads
of scholars. In order to succeed in this barron' task, she finds it
necessary to discipline her pupils into immobility and to force their
attention. Prizes and punishments are ever-ready and efficient aids to
the master who must force into a given attitude of mind and body those
who are condemned to be his listeners.109 Put supposing he (the child)
set himself to work; then the addition of prizes and punishments is
superfluous; they only offend the freedom of his spirit. Hence, in
schools like ours which are dedicated to the defence of spontaneity and
which aim at setting the children free, prizes and punishments obviously
have no place. Moreover, the child who freely finds his work shows that
to him they are completely unimportant.11°

It is difficult to find in the writings of Maria Montessori any other

106E. M. Standing, Maria Montessori: Her Life and Work, 224.211., p. 281

107Maria Montessori, The

lO8Maria Montessori, The

109I d., p. 21.

MAbsorbent Lind, p. 266.

Montessori Method, op. cit., p. L7.

110Maria Montessori The Absorbent Mind, op. cit. 245.
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approach than this very positive one of shoving the child who does not do, vhat

to do, and rewards and punishments become unnecessary. Although she does say

that certain harmful acts should be repressed, in all of her writings she men-

tions using only one method to do this.

Isolation almost always succeeded in calming the child; from his po-
sition ho could see the entire assembly of his companions, and the vay in
which .they carried on their work was an object lesson much more effectiv
than any words of the teacher could possiEVEavg been. The isolated
child was always made the object of special care, almost as if he were
111.111

Isolation from the children, but with the very special attention of the teacherl

is the only method that she speaks of in her writings.

To Maria Montessori, then, external rewards and punishments were unten-

able. The satisfaction found in the need to produce and perfect his won work

was the child's inherent and only reward, a reward which eliminated the need

for punishment.

The Child

Dr. Montessori's writings become sensitive and almost fragile whenever

she directly refers to the child as such. She vas imbued with a deep worship

of life, a reverence and respect which was apparent in the deep human interest

with which she observed the development of child life.112

She was wont to say

The infant is a man - such is the figure e ought to keep in view. We
must behold him amidst our tumultous human society and see how with
heroic vigor he aspires to life.113 He is not yet quick in movement and

.....P.....r........WA%..*...n.."*uiwvxtK..sw.uvnwon.rmaysmaama.o..r.taurw.rNau.oas...r.n.ewwnrtr..00rrarermvwnmnrwts/e000rtwr .............nroverwle.rwarlswomirwanvorarowato.".s...n.wewryWrroweannorzW.

111Maria honeessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., pp. 103-103.
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112Ibid,
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in lancuage, and will have to become so; he is passing throurjh an
experience fulI of mistakes and is struggling painfully toward the right
goal vhich ht instincts keep hidden, which is not clear to his under-
standing. The movements) whatever, uhieh have to be established are
those correspeding to the behaviour of man.114

She considered the care and culture of this infant life to be an

imperative caw:0)115 and she deranded for this life an almost religious and

reverent respect.116 Montessori was a Christian and she accepted as one of the

basic tenets of Christianity that "human dignity must be helped, respected)

and recognized in its greatness."
117

Even though the infant was recognized as man, this did not mean that "the

child was only a tfuture beings" and that respect vas only due him when he

had retured into full manhood.h18 She required for the children the same

respect and courtesy which she asked for herself.
119

She vented, toe, for the

children) an immense kindness. She wanted the kindness which consisted in

"interpreting the wishes of others, in conforming one's self to them, and

sacrificing, if need be, one's own desire. "1.20

Among teachers, she frequently saw something less than this kindness.

11.04011.11. 4.4.1.0441......1. OrAmoalfts1.111004441A~M.1.0.40

11141sisria Montessori The Discovary of the ausl, p. 371.

115Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 106.

116Ibid.

117E. Mortimer Standing, "Seeds of Evil in the Childts Soul," The Eyn-
side Review, XVIII (inter, 1960), p. 53.

ll Aaria Montessori, The Child, 2p. city, p. 2.

119Maria Montessori, Dr. Montessori's 0.ein Hanclbook (Cambridge, Mass.:
Robert Bantloy, Co., 1964),77187''''

12°Ibid.
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All the crosser made by the teacher on the childte written vork, all her

acoldivzs, only have a lowering effect on his energies and interests. To
tell a child ho is naughty or stupid just humiliates him; it offends and
insults, but does not improve him. For if a child is to stop making
mistakes, he met become more skillful, and how,sqn he do this if, being

already below standard, he is also discouraged'?

It was frightening to her that in London ehe could buy whips in bundler,

as they were still used by teachers. "The necessity for these tindiapentable

means' of education proves that the life of childhood.. .and its human dignity

is not respected."122 'Mist is worse yet, the tendencies which wore stigma-

tized were often merely those which were a source of annoyance to adults.123

Ho, as does every strong character ?he defende the rights of life
within him, rebels against anyone who opposes this something which he
feels within him, which is a voice of nature %Mich he must obey; then he
shows in violent actions, in screams and weeping that he has been thwart

in his mieslon. In the eyes of those who do not understand him and who,
whilst thinking they are helping him, are pushing him backward along the
ways of life, he appears as a rebel, a revolutionary, a destroyer. Thus

the adultatio loves him fastens on his bent neck still another
slander. "1"

In ontaneour Act vit in Education she describes in a different man-

ner, the same problem.
The child has something within himself which governs his inner life:
it is the force of his own expansion. It is the force, for instance,
which leads him to touch things in order to become ac quainted with them,
and we say to him, trio not touch'; he moves about to establish his
equilibrium, and we tell him to 'keep stint; he questions us to acquire

121.
Maria Montessori The Absorbent Mind, mt..9a., p. 245.

122
Maria Montessori The Formation of Men opt cit., p. 41.

123Maria Montessori Dr. Montessori's Own Handbook cp. cit., p. 116.

124Maria Montessori, IlloasszemsflttS1111 Eactit...., pp. 378-379.
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knowledge) and we roply) tDo not be tireso Me Haight wfIl, thinks
Who does she, whom 01love ao dearly, want to annihilate 44,

Rather than stifle this inner life we must "await the manifestations which we

know will succeed one another."126

In many of the adults with whom she came into contact, Dr. Montessori

saw the results or this annihilation. Exercises she performed with them wore

astonishing in their results. "The torpid movements of the grownups, the lack

of graen) the almost complete incapacity to give exproaaion to the face. This

made us realize) indeed, thiit we have lost something upon the path of life "127

Dr. Montessori made an important distinction with reference to the

"normalized" child. "Under proper conditions, the will is a force which impels

activities beneficial to life. Nature imposes on the child the task of grow-

ing up, and his will leads him to make progress and to develop his powers."128

In The Formtion of Man she gives an oven clearer description of this.

Now children as they are ordinarily known - unstable, lazy) disorderly,
violent, disobedient, etc. - are 'functionally' ill and can be cured by
a hygienic form of psychic life. i othar words, they can be
Inormalired% Than they become like disciplined children who gave those
revelations at the beginning of our work, and who surprised us so much.
In consequence 7f this normalization the children do not become
'obedient' to a teacher who givos them lessons and corrects them but
they find their guide in the lave of Nattlre i.e., they start again to
function normally.... What ie usually called 'The Montessori Method' i3
entirely based upon this essential point.129

l2`-'Maria Montessori

126Maria Monteesori)

1278heila Radice) o

128Maria Montessori)

129Maria Montessori

8 ontaneous Activit in Education, op. cit.

The Montessori. Method,j?2, p. 105.

491A4) p. 108.

ItLAbsorbent Mind on cit., p. 253.

The Formation of Man, off..21to p. 116.

p. 192.
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Dr. Montessori thus insists that it is poesible for all children to

expees goodness in their movements. When this dodo not happen the child

should be given special care and attention until he begins to function normal-

ly. She described a normally functioning chile as one who

does not :wed anyone to be constantly near him telling him ripoatodly to

keep still, to be good - comnands embodying two contradictory ideas* The

goodnecs which he has acquired can no longer :lake him kccp still in
idleness; his goodness is wholly exprosced in movement....The child has
not only learnt to move about and to carry out useful operations, but he

possesses a special grace of movement vhich rakes his gestures more
correct and beautiful and shows itself in beauty of the hand, the face,

and the calm shining eyes - the whole a revelation of the inward life

which has been born in a mln.13°

It was almost boastfully that she refer/t.d to this as a reality. "It

is the children themselves who spread my method* Happily they behave as I say

they do in books, and people go and see them, and at last believe in them -

selves. "l31

A major question which Dr. Montessori had to :gnawer in relation to the

child was - is man good or evil? Her answer was arbitrary: "The ancient

philosophical discussion as to whether man is born good or evil is often

brought forward in connection vith nor method, and many who have supported it

have done so on the ground that it provides a demonstration of mants natural

goodness. Very many others, on the contrary, have opposed it, considering

that to leave children free is a dangerous mistake, since they have in them

139Maria Montessori, 2121.122x2m2S.Ii2e Child, pp. 373-374

131Maria Montessori The Child in the Church (London: Sands & Co.,

1930), p. 184*

1110/ 46"
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Mato tendencies to evil. "132

She was accused, too, of agreeing with Rouet,cu that "in man all is rood

but everything i3 spoilt in contact with aociety. She offended the various

philoeophies concerning the nature of the human soul'
-33

and She ceused scendal

by saying that in her experiences "the revelations of the child elivinated

punishments."13h

She ueually anvwerod these chargee by saying that She did not think that

the goodness of children in their freedom uould solve tho problem of the

absolute guodness or wickedness of men. "We can only say that 140 have made a

contribution to the cause of goodness by removing obstacles which mere the

cause of violence and rebellion. "135

Dr. Montessori clarified 1149 point using the following exsuiple:

. .4404,4 .4 0014.44 4., 44 ~44 ..4 - J 4. 4 . 4 - 4. 4444.440-414
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If, for instance, we were to see men fighting over a piece of bread, we

might say: tHow bad men arelt If, on the other hand, we entered a well
warmed eating-house, and saw them quietly finding a place and choosing

their meal without any envy of one another, 'we might say: tHow good ren

aret.....We can, for instance, provide excellent eating-houses for an

entire people without directly affecting the question of their morals.

One might say, indeed, that to judge by appearances, a well-fed people

are better, Voter, and cor-it less crime then a nation thet is ill-
nourTZEUT but ilnoever drarTFoTriliNCE6 conclusion that to make men
good it is enarh to feed them will be making an obvious mistake.

It ciRRIT 'Se denied, hovever, that nourishment will be an essential

factor in obtaining goodness, in the sense the. it wilLeliminate all the

evil acts and the bitterness erased by lack of bread.ixre

132Maria Montessori., Dr Montessorits 0An Handbook oo. cit., p. 115.

13311aria Mantessori The Formation of Men, saAt., p. 40.

134Ibids, p* 420

13511aria Montessori, Dr. Montessorits Own Handbook op. cit. p. 121.

136Ibid., p. 118.
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Dr. Montessori never really felt compelled to address herself to the

qu vtion to any greater extent. She did not argue the point because she thought

that it was rather a question of "individuals who are more or less fortunate,

and not necessarily of individuals who are more or less good."137

To Dr. Montessori) then, the child is a man deserving of the deepest

respect and having within himself a pmer 'which governs his inner life and

which forces his own expansion. Imposed on the child is the tack of growing

up, and his will leads him to make progress in developing his powers.

The Teacher

The role that Dr. Montessori outlines for the teacher in her system

differs from that of the teacher in the common school.

In the traditional schools, the teacher sees the immediate behaviour of
her pupils, knowing that she trust look after them and what she has to
teach. The Montessori teacher is constantly looking for a child who is
not yet there. This is the main point of difference. The teacher, when
she begins work in our schools, mss tg have a kind of faith, that the child
will reveal himself through work.130 She must become passive, much Mora
Tail a n acti=luence, and her passivity shall be composed of anxious
scientific cariosity, and of absolute re.mact for the phenomenon which
she wishes to observe. The teacher mastiiiairstand and feel her position
of observer: the activity must be in the phenomenon.

Always the teacher had to remember she must not serve any particular political

or social creed, but be dedicated to the service of the corplete human being139

137E. Mortimer Standing, "Seeds of Evil in the Child's Soul," 221_911.;
p. 53.

138Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 277.

139Maria Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential, off. tit., p. 3.
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net too assertive but with a complete and deep sense of responsibility.14°

It was Dr. Mentesserits belief that "the vork of the educator consists

primarily in protecting the powers and directing them without disturbing them

in their expansion; and in the bringing of man into contact vith the spirit

vhJch is within him and which should operate through him. "1111

Logically, the only book the teachers were to use vas the child himself.

"The observation of the way in which the children pass from the first

disordered movements to those which are spontaneous and ordered - this is the

book of the teacher...vhich vast inspire her actions; it is the only one which

she must read and study if she is to become a real educator. "112

So intent was Dr. Montessori on the teacher learning to observe that she

wrote very specific instructions as to hew to do it. Her guide to the obser-

vations of obedience and conduct could be summarized as follows:

1. Note if the child responds regularly to summons, eagerly and

joyously,

2. Note if change in behavior from disorderliness to orderliness take

place during the development of the phenomena of work.

3. Note whether the child experiences serenity in the use of ordered

actions.*.~II,101~1~4
14°Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, p. 262.

141Maria Montessori, ....LISwtmcmntylIly112 Education, op. cit., p. 194.

142Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op . cit., p. 94.
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4. Note the interest the child takes in the development of his

companions.
143

The work of the teacher, then, wae to "bring the fall possibilities of

the children,
"114 not to impart what was hers.

Dr. Montessori thought, also, that the greatest benefit the teacher could

bestow on the child was her own exercise of restra1nt145 for the "great

principle which brings success to the teacher is this: as coon ea concentra-

tion has berun, act as if the child does not exist "1146 The child then

becomes his on teachor147 and the more active he becomes, the loss active the

teacher need be and "in fact, she may end by standing almost completely

aside."'"

Needless help is an actual hindrance to the child.
149

"Who.does not

know that to teach a child to feed, himself., to wash*and dress himself, is a

much more tedious and difficult work, calling for infinitely greater patience,

then feeding, washing and dressing the child one!is self? But the former is the

1143.Maria Montessori, Raqten1.11.112211a1,19.4 2p1.2.111, pp.
123-124.

144F. C. Orem A Montessori Handbook (New York; C. P. Putnam & Sons,
1965), p. 44.

145Maria Montessori, "Environment for the Child," Saturday Review,
(December 19, 1931), pp. 783-784«

146Maria Montessori The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 281.

147Maria Montessori, The Formation of Man, o eit., p. 21.

148
Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, 221.91Ii, p. 2144.

1149Maria Montessori The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 99.
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work of an educator, the latter is the easy and inferior work of a servant. "15°

Constant interruption is also a hindrance to the child. "He who inter-

rupts the children in their occupations in order to make them learn some pre-

determined thing; he who makes them cease the study of arithmetic to pass on to

that of geography and the like, thinking it is important to direct their

culture, confuses the means with the end and destroys the man for a vanity.

That which it is necessary to direct is not the culture of man, but the man

himself. "151

This is very diffibult for a teacher, especially one trained in the com-

mon school, to "assimilate and practice."152

The teacher, then, is to be an observer rather than one who treats the

children as "storehouses into which new objects are continually deposited."153

Neither is she to ignore the child who is eager to answer because he knows the

material, questioning especially the pupils mho are uncertain, making those who

do not know speak, and those who do know be silent.154

She substitutes for criticism and sermonizing, "a rational organization

of work and liberty for the child."155 When her class becomes undisciplined

150Ibid., p. 98.

151Maria Montessori,

152Maria Montessori)

153Maria Montessori,

1511Maria Montessori,

155Maria Montessori,

Spontaneous Activit in Education, p. 180.

The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 88.

Spontaneous Activity in Education, op. cit., p. 209.

The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 351.

"Disciplining Chil dren" op. cit., p. 102.
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end disorderly, she "sees in the disorder merely an indication of some error

l

that she has made: she seeks this out and corrects it."-)-
eA

Dr. Montessori is patient with the new teacher, especially the one who

has been trained to teach in the common school, for "when she begins to find it

her duty to discern which are the acts to hinder and which are those to obsorve

the teacher of the old school feels a great void within herself and bogins to

ask if she will not be inferior to her new task. In fact, she who is not

prepared finds herself for a long time abashed and impotent."157 Further she

warns that "filled with enthusiasm and faith in the inner discipline which she

expects to appear...she will find herself faced by no light problem..
11160

The appearance of discipline which may be obtained is actually very

fragile, and the teacher, who is constantly warding off a disorder

which she feels to be tin the sir,' is kept in a state of tension.

The great majority of teachers, in the absence of sufficient training

and experience, end by thinking that the tnew childt so eagerly

expected and of whom so much has been said, is nothing but a myth or

an ideal. They may also conclude that a class held together by such an

effort of nervous energy4 is both tiring for the teacher and not profit-

able for the children.i°1

156Maria Montessori,

157Maria Montessori,

158Maria Montessori,

159Maria Montessori,

160Maria Montessori,
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The Absorbent /sal, opt., p. 287.

The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 89.

The Discovery of the Child, al. cit., p. 370.

To Educate the Human Potential, op. cit., p. 10.

The Absorbent i.ry nd, op. cit., p. 263.

161Maria Montessori, Spontaneous Activity in Education, op. cit., p. 87.
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This is a very probable happening if the teacher does not realize the

importance of the orientation period, and if she does not realize "that

libort begins when the life that must be developed in the child is

initiated.
"162

This brings another very basic concept of the Method into focus. That

is the Prepared Environment. When asked if she could compress a description of

her principles into one phase, Maria answered that, it would be, "Liberty in a

Prepared Environment. "l63

Discipline becomes possible only in the proper environment, an, environ-

ment which favors life, rather than stifles it.
164

Again she says:

OrdeT:sis not goodness, but perhaps it is an indispensable way to attain

it.1°> If the child lacks suitable external means he will never be able
to 'make use of the great energies kith which nature has endowed him.
He will feel the instinctive impulse toward an activity such as may
engage all his energy, because this is the may nature has given him of
making perfect the acquisitions of his faculties. But if there is nothin
there to satisfy this impulse, what can the child do but what he
does -develop his activity without any aim in disorderly boisterous-
ness?100 It is the preexistent 'known' which excites expectation and
opens the door to the novel 'unknown'; and it is the already present
reiVrt iro-FEI7ifilich opens new ways for penetration, and puts the attention

into a state of expectation. "167

011~080.1*~~.4..~...i.m...w.a.dsvawwwwww.moseme.swommasorstrwrottroawevrawra...kn.

1621bid.

163Maria Montessori, The Child in the Chu, 221......911., p. 110.

164Maria Montessori, The Montessori Method, o ai., p. 106.

165Maria Montessori, .............2ThenEU212fMant_ oaAte, p. 44.

166Maria Mmtossori, The Child, p. 10.

167Maria Montessori cit., p. 158.
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So important is the Prepared Environment that Dr. Montessori says that

education is not what the teacher gives but rather a "natural process

spontaneously carried out by the human individual, and is'acquired not by

listening to words but, by experiences upon the environment.
11168

It is the Prepared Environment, very carefully described in Maria

Iftmtossorits writings, that her theorj of inner discipline becomes a possibilit,

and a reality. The environment, to be sure, is a necessity because the "schoel

must give the child's spirit space and opportunity for expansion"169 while

providing "him not only with a useful exercise but with a control of error. "17°

It needs not only to care for the hypothetical average student but, also, for

the pupils on each end of the ability curve.171

It is in such an atmosphere that control of the child decreases as he

grows older
172 and in which ha "cultivates a friendly feeling towards error,

treating it as a companion inseparable from his life, something having purpose,

which it truly has."173

Dr. Montessori very simply describes such a room in this.manner: "A

168Maria Montessori, Education lox...22.11921J2ELLL op. cit., p. 3.

169Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 264.

17°I bid., p. 263.

171Maria Montessori, To Educate the Human Potential, 22112...21A., p. 19.

172IbidO, PO 3.

173 :Maria Montessori, The Absorbent Mind, op. cit., p. 246.
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room in which all the children move about usefully, intelligently, and

voluntarily, without committing any rough or rude act, would seem to me a class

room very well disciplined indced."174

To Dr. Montessori, then, the teacher is an observer of children for

whom she mast have a deep respect and love. She does not impart what is hors

but rather brings out that which is within the child. Restraint is her con-

stant companion, so much so that when the child has begun to concentrate she

does not interrupt him and, in fact, acts as if he does not even exist. It is

her duty to prepare the environment in which such concentration can be begun

and carried on.

Conclusion

To define the Montess'ori Theory of Inner Discipline it is necessary to

examine Maria Montessori is idea concerning discipline through liberty, obedi-

ence, reward and punishment, the child, and the teacher.

From this examination we can conclude that the.principles of the

Montessori Theory of Ivner Discipline are:

1. The child is a man deserving of the deepest respect.

2. The child has within himself a power which governs his inner life

and which forces his own expansion.

3. Nature imposes on the child the task of growing up, and his will

leads him to make progress in developing his powers.

4. The teacher is an observer of children for whom she must have a deep

respect and love.

17114aria Montessori, The Montessori Method, op. cit., p. 93.
wasteaminiastotrastassiivarssor .1111.141101.1110111.1110101, 111110001011014,
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S. The teacher does not impart what is here but rather develops that

which is within the child.

6. The teacher mast exorcise restraint, so much so that when the child

has begun to concentrate she does not interrupt him, and, in fact, treats him

as if he does not exist.

7. Obedience is an instinct which must be cultivated through the gentle

training of the will.

8. The teacher must prepare the environment in which concentration can

be begun and carried out and in which the will can be gently trained.

9. Discipline is an on-going process dependent on personal freedom.

10. Discipline is brought about through an inner force developed in the

child by spontaneous interest in and concentration on an external object (work)

U. The child, internally responding to an external stimulus (waek),

learns to move about actively and purposefully, rather than wildly or mutely

and apathetically.

12. The satisfaction found in the need to produce and perfect his own

work is the child's inherent and only reward, a reward which eliminates the

need for punishment.

It is to the discussion of these principles by writers other than Maria

Montessori that we proceed.



CHAPTER III

THE PRINCIPLES OF THE MONTESSOPI THEORY OF INNER DISCIPLINE

AS DESCRIBED Yr OTHER WRITERS

Introduction

'Nobody who visits a Montessori classroom aver looks at education quite

the same way again."1 This is on one hand a left -handed compliment, while on

the other hand it focuses on the essence of the Montessori Mothod--its in-

escapably dynamic effect on the children and on those who came to scoff and

stayed to praises

Controversial as the Method became, the woman herself frequently clouded

judgments and confused her critics. Although many believed her to be ''no more

fashion, and no mere infant-school influence," acknowledging that 'tae can all

go on learning from her for a long time yet, "2 others saw her as possessing a

personal charism rather than a particular method.

There seems to be little doubt that when she herself taught, in her
hands, the most simple exercise could becot.s the experience of a life-.

time. it this vas a personal charism. The problem is whether or not
the system provides for such an experiqnce, in any structured plan, to
be used by a less talented directress.'

1Bruce Miller, Montessori: The Plod ©1 for Preschool Educational,"
The Grade Teacher, LXXXII, (March, 1965), p. 117.

2Francis Drinkwater, Telling the Good News (London: Macmillan & Co.,
1960), p. 223.

3Aubert J. Clark, "Montessori and Catholic Principles," The Catholic
pucational Review, LX (February, 1962), p. 80.

46
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A further source of confusion is the marked dichotoi' between what

Madame Montessori wrote and what ahe did, between her philosophy and her

pedagogy, her theory and her practice. She seems to have obtained her theory

from her studies; her practice she derived from a shrewd observation of human

beings. Consequently, her teaching procedures may either contradict her

general principles or have no discernible relationship with them. Always, hou

ever her reacts, on to the children, her grasp of their needs, her handling of

them, her methods of teaching--these are constant and right. nite a clinician

and teacher ahe is magnificent but like many other great teachers she is an

indifferent philosopher. As a result, Dr. Montessori sometimes seems to do the

right things for the wrong reason. "4 Her awn adopted son admits that his

mother was "one of the few great educators to awe her principles more to her

practice than to the other way roundln

It is the application of her principles concerning discipline, as

derived from her practice, that many writers have examined while she was alive

and since her death. It is with these that the present chapter concerns

itself.

Rightly, Dr. Montessori has received abundant and enthusiastic en-

dorsement for her doctrine of discipline through liberty* Even her most

4"16, 221_211!..), Po 5120

Freedom,

Mario M0 Montessori and Claude A0 Claremont, "Montessori and the Deeper
o Year Book of Education, (l957): po
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rerTected and well-known critic, 'William Heard Kilpatrick, had to admit that

her greateat service was in the "practical utilization of liberty."
6

As early

as 1913 Culverwell said that "of all the applications of the principle of

freedom, the most far-reaching and the moat original is the general liberty of

the schoolroom. "'1

In this same year, 1913, a manual for parents was published which

heralded liberty of action as a prerequisite for the childte growth. This is

the

rock on which the edifice cf her system is bathe raised. It is also the
rock on which the barks of many investigations are wrecked. 'When they
realize that she really puts her theory into execution, they cry out
aghast, !What! A school luithout a rule for silence, for immobility, a
school, without fixed seats, without stationary desks, where children may
sit on the floor 4f they or walk about as they please; a school
when's children may play all day if they choose, may select their own
occupations, where the teacher is always silenle and in the background--
why, that is no school. at all--it is anarchyPc

So convinced was Mrs. Fisher of the need for liberty for children that she told

her readers that unnecess;:ry restrictions placed upon their children were a

crime"

6William Heard Kilpatrick The Montessori S stem Examined (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1914), p. 6

7E. P. Culverwell, The MontermilAnclaps and Practice (New York:
John Martinis House, 19157757173%

8
Dorothy Canfield Fisher, Montersori for Parents (Cambridge, Mass.:

R. Bentley, 1913), P. 124.

9Ibid., p. 140.

010114111111111110Jum,



At this same *Live, Ellen Stevens, uhu had the privilege of studying

unt;er Maria Montessori, wrote A Guide to the Montessori Fathod. She observed

that even though the liberty that Madame Nonteseori spoke of was "liberty

through law," it was Lot a partial liberty or a restrained liberty.
10

So difficult a concept was this to grasp that Florence Turd wrote, in an

attempt to apply the Montessori Nahod to the American School, that in the

association of the word "freedom" and "the child", the most fundamental problem

of American education vas bang touched,
11

and justly so. She advocated almost

adamantly that American schools follow the lead of Dr. Montessori and take the

ideal of freedom out of the realm of theory and put it into general

practice.12

It was this practical application which seemed to call forth criticism

in the early days of the application of the Method. "The child nest have

perfect freedom up to the point of collective interest,"13 but this point is

only very vaguely described as Nhen the child is doing some of those things

which we must not do.1t14

Possibly because of this very vagueness there seems to be a lack of

interest indicated in this theory by the dearth of writings after 1914. It was

Mos......~0.41.04.......11440% NW."

10
Ellen Stevens, 222_211t.., p. 199.

11Ward, o cit. , p. 28. 12-Ibid., p. 50.

13Mrs. Marshall Larrach, "Pupils Who Never Hear Don't," Overland Monthly,
LXIII (June, 1910, p. 590.

14L.M. Dent, "Are the Montessori Claims Justified?," Forum, LI (June,
1910, P. 88L.
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only in 19119 that Dr. Montessori a eon, Mario, began again to proclaim the

"gospel of liberty".

Freedom is more vital to the child than to any grown-up; if the loving
care of a dominating nation is irksome to a people, lack of freedom must
appear deadly to a child who has to develop in body and spirit. The

child is a rebel only because the adult is an unconscious, though well-

meaning, tyrent. If freedom is a necessity of grown-up life, it is
absolutely vital to the growing spirit. Nature has inttilled the child
with an unquenchable love for this freedom but there is no one as much a
slave as the child. That is the tragic reality....A bans: that needs
movement end sensorial experience to grow mentally, who, at that epoch,
needs freedom more than at any other tine of his life, is imprisoned in
a room where other children are packed with him. There he must be silent
still, attentive to a teacher who tells what he is to do, what he is to
think, when he is to talk and even when he is to relieve his bodily

needs. The exercise of its intelligence is limited almost entirely to
effects of memory. Back at hone, there is more work to do under the
watchful care of an adult that fears lest his child should lose the year.
It studies until it is time to go to bed. Then sleep...and another day.
Day after day, year after year, until he is no longer a child, such is
his life; urged, scolded, punished, cajoled, pricked in his vani4--a
prisoner, always a prisoner, condemned to forced labor for

With the establishment of the Montessori School in 'Whitby, Connecticut,

the possibility of the application of the theory of discipline through liberty

gained new support. Nancy Rambusch, headmistress, showed very concretely that

the Montessori Method provides "the twin keys to human development--self-

mastery and mastery of environment through the exercise of liberty. "16

If one were to discuss the present American system of education
at the level of its two polarities--the most permissive kind of public

414W1141

15Mario M. Montessori, "Freedom and its Meaning," American Teacher,
XXXII' (March, 190), pp. 15-16.

16
Joe Alex Morris, "Can Our Children Learn Faster," The ts:R1E612112yalna

Post CCXXXIV (September 23, 1961), p. 18.
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eductOion on the one hand, and the most rigid kind of private education
on the other--it could be said that in neither of these extremes is self-

discipline truly found. A child who is exposed tp,anarchy is not a free
child, nor is a child who is exposed to rigidity.."

Dr. Urban Fleege, in agreement with Nancy Rambusch, stated that

"Montessori's emphasis on freedom and discipline as aide by side prerequisites

in any effective learning environment, will lead public school administrators

to discover that presence of freedom but the absence of discipline in many a

classroom, while the opposite is likely to be the discovery of many a parochial

school administrator."
18

This seems to be very neatly summed up in a statement made by Standing.

"If there were no liberty, there mould be no self-discipline. On the other

rand, if there were no self-discipline there could be no true liberty."
19

By the late 19601s Maria Montessori seems to have come into her um.

"The traditional schools began displaying efforts at fostering self-development

creativity, a freedom to explore. "2O

A.M. Joosten described it best when ho said, "It is often said that the

Montessori Method gives freedom to the child. Some think too much, others not

enough. The question gains in clarity if we realize that the Montessori Method

aims at setting free the riches hidden within the child. It offers them the

48*
17Nancy Rambusch, Learning How to Learn (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1962)

18Fleege, Building the Foundations for Creative Learning, op. cit., p. 3.

19E. Mortimer Standing, The Montessori Method - A Revolution in Education
Fresno: Academy Library Guild, 196.2775.757"."-------"""-----

20R.C. Orem, Montessori fur the Disadvantaged (New York: G.P. Putnam &
Sons, 1967) p.
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conditions which help them coma forth, which call them forth and further their

growth and increase in breadth and depth. "21

Maria Montessori equated liberty with activity, spontaneity, indivi -

duality and independence. Zealous confirmation has been accorded this as

noted in writinga beginning in the early twentieth century.

Burrows, in 1912, hailed Montessori as an "almost saviour" as she saved

the education of the child from being lost in the education of the children.

She saved the individual from being swamped in the mass.
22

Ellen Stevens, in A Guide to the Montessori Method, lent further support

to the equation of liberty with individuality. She praised Montessorits

appraisal of each child as a "living, biological manifestation to be separately

guided and studied."23 She used the Kipling illustration of the strength of

the wolf being in the pack, but the strength of the pack in each separate wolf.

"If we ,are to have each child benefit by group work, we must first secure his

response as an individual, and must be sure that he is in such a state of

development that ho is able to respond to the social appeal. "24

In Montessori for Parents, Dorothy Fisher explained to the parents of

the early 20th century that the Montessori Method was in accord with the

American way of life. "Our own democracy," she said, "was based, a hundred or

21A.M. Joosten, "Wasted Riches," National Catholic KkagsmallIkyiqw,
XVII, (March, 1968), p. 11.

22.
g. Burrows, "Spontaneous Education! The Montessori Method," Contemp-

orary Review, CII (September, 1912), p. 330.

23Stevens, 2212L., p. 195. 2hibid., p. 40.
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they have, for the growth

which can be granted them

others. "25
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that men reach their highest development only when

of their individuality, the utmost possible freedom

without interfering with the rights and freedom of

Florence Ward added to this; she tried to apply the method to Amorican

schools by tolling American parents that "our universal error is to shape the

child, somewhat unconsciously, but nevertheless definitely, according to our

own prejudices. Such coercion is fatal to the advance of the race in a dif-

ferentiated and every ascending civilization."
26

While the United States was building interest the advancement of the

technique continued in EUrope.

Of special interest is a description of a successful Montesoori School in

Berlin in the year 1931. It is most unusual because, at this time, German

schools. were especially known for severe regimentation. "Here far from regi-

mentation, even those intricate stops by which a child acquired the fundamental

tools or learning are loft largely to the workings of youthful curiosity."27

Nancy Rambuseh, the American apostle of Montessori, became very critical

of contemporary American schools in the early sixties. She said that

conventional education has long equated immobility with virtue. In
many American schools, teachns arc silently warning themselves to

watch that onehe's moving!" .There is no good reason for a child

0.11r01.0.111~8.m~010~.41.0.10.1.1.~11...0.1100..

25Fisher, Montessori for Parents, 224.911., p. 118.

26Vardlop. cit., p. 31.

27Elizabeth Reichenbach, "Teacherless Plan," Neu York Times, March 15,
1931, Section III, p. 7, col. 4,

"Rambuch, p. 22.
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to ba silent if by speaking he can communicate something that to him is

worthwhile. He is a better judge at this stage than the teacher would

be.29

Nancy Rambusch, because she was a practitioner and not just a theorist,

knew and understood the limits of the liberty of which Montessori 'rote.

Dy libertz we man the freedom to choose between things which are in
themselves good so that the child is never endangered by either a
choice that is detrimental to him or by a choice that he is actually
incapable of assessing....3° Obviously, in giving the child a choice
in terms of self-discipline, the adult must know whether the child is
capable of choice. The child shows himself capable through the adultts
observation of him. gradually the child is given a choice between two
things. Very gradually the choice is expanded, always to those things
a child can do, always to those things which are good in themselves,
always to those things which are related to the good of the entire
group. There are controls built into the whole notion of choice that
make the s4f-discipline a very safe mechanism for the development of
the child.'

E.M. Standing underlined Nancy Rambuschts thesis when he posited that

"thus we see that Nontessori liberty does not mean, as so many persons still

falsely imagine, giving the child freedom to do anything he likes. This would

be to abandon the child, not to give him freedom. "32

In this same vein, Violet Curtis who also actually applied the

Montessori principles to a classroom setting, wrote that she employed the

Montessori principle of freedom in all the lessons and activities. "This

.....inoneAMMIIMMI*101101.10.1.M.M1101011.11414

p. 91.

29Ibid., p. 47.

31Ibid., pa 49.

32Standing, The Montessori Method - A Revolution in Education, cp. cit.,

3°Ibid., p. 25.
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freedom permitted spontaneous manifestations that enableJ ono to guide the

shild in his natural tendencies. Restrictions were necessary, of course, in

case of a rude or dangerous act or a child's interfering with the rights of

others. Sometimes it was expedient to supplemnt freedom with a suggestion. "33

In 1966 a psychologist examined the Montessori Theories and was especi-

ally impressed with the respect for the child as an individual. "The evidence

has been so impressive that we hesitate to accept, without qualification, any

view of child development that does not include recognition of this degree of

individuality. "34

In summary, then, the Montessori concept of liberty as opposed to the

traditional school concept is bast described by R.C. Orem.

The traditional school format allows the child little freedom of move-

ment, speech or choice in the manner and method of his zAucation. It

imposes upon his individuality an arbitrary time-table of events and

topics, all at the teacher's discretion. And even on those occasions

when the child does become interested in the task at hand, he has no

assurance that ho will be permitted to complete the work before the

teacher's schedule interrupts his concentration. Again and again,

throughout their school experience, children have their rhythm of work

brok ©n with the words 'Now children, let's...' In time the child learns

to protect himself from this shock of interruption; he learns not to

concentrate. Many children i.i.nd in the Montessori classroom the first

environment in *which the random events of adult life do not auto -' ,e

matically take precedence over his on investigations of the world. )2

It seems fair to conclude that writers who examined Maria Montessori's

concept of liberty agree with her that it is of grave importance to the

development of the child. They seem also to concur that it has fair limits and

eprienww.~..4......~44..~..0mvoftrar.donov.........moty......vmanas....elear.~0~wwww.~...

33Violot Hummel Curtis, Our Kindersayten. EpTeriences ilLalk110:Mon-
tessori Principles (New Yorkt Exposition Press, /964)75741.

3Oardnor, o cit., p. 81. 350rem, OD0 cit., p. 44.
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that it is aynonymourvith activity, spontanvity, it and

indppendoncoe

The relationship of this liberty to discipline created much interoat

among those who examinod and those who applied the Montossori Method. That thi

was not a now problem in education was confirmed by Barrows who wrote in 1912

that "every social student of today is continually confronted by a very

perplexing problem, the difficulty of reconciling the needed control of the

individual by the community with the development of the individual an a

separate and self-controlled entity. "36

Dorothy Fisher admits, in Montessori for Parents, that it took a great

deal of time for her to be led to the "oonviotion that children really have not

that irresistible tendency toward naughtiness which my Puritan blood led me

unconsciously to assume. "37 It was because of this conviction that she had

used the much handier force of compulsion which practically "any adult with a

club (physical or moral) could compass, if the child in his power was small

enough. "38 Elatedly, Mrs. Fisher proclaimed to the parents of America that she

had boon wrong. Schooling did not have to be abhorrent to the child and he did

not have to be forced to it. With the liberty to choose that which he was able

to do and with the capacity for close, consecutive attention to it, the child

could develop a vary valuable form of self-disciplines"

%Burrows, 2211114, p. 329.

37Fishor, Montossori for Parents, p. 163.

38Ibid., p. 142. 391bid., p. 143.
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Carolyn Bailey wrote, in relation to this, in cloyingly sweet term of

the freeing of Otello the Terrible, a child who learned self-discipline.°

Most writers, however, took a more pragmatic attitude in substantiating the

theory.

Dr. Montessori's uee of the word discipline seemed to have more to do

with training than with control. This was subetantiated in Theodate Smith's

statement that "every time a child completes a series of coordinated actions

directed towards a given end, every time he repeats his exercises, correcting

his on errors, every time he accomplishes something 'which he has undertaken,

hs is training his positive will-power."41 Gulverwell adds to this by saying,

"In this connection nothing is more important than to let the child exhaust his

impulse. "142 Hamilton corroborates when he summarizes, "DO is the keynote of

her method and her plan."43

In the flurry of writings between 1912-1914, Ellen Stevens complains

that not enough time and serious thought were given to that Dr. Montessori act-

ually meant. "The concept of discipline as ordered activity founded on liberty

is so opposed to the conventional one that it takes time and thought to under-

stand it right and apply it properly; but it contains a great educational

......~110.111.11011004.1.411.0
MM.

40C.S. Bailey, "Freeing of Otello the Terrible," Delineator, LXXXIII

(October, 1913), p. 14.

41T.L. Smith, The Montessori System in Theory and Practice (New York:

Harper Brothers, 19311,5
42cuiverwell, op. cit., p. 180.

43A.E. Hamilton, "Montessori Obedience," Journal of Education, LXXIX

(Jung 251 1914) , P. 734.
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principle. "114

This complaint seemed justified when, in 1914, the observation cas made;

"On no point does the Montessori system seem to be more widely (1 had almost

written 'mildly') misunderstood than on that of dircipline."45

There were those, however, who very consci entiously studied and applied

the method. Mary Blackburn, who experimented in a large infant's school, re-

ported that "people who have come to visit my school have marvelled at the

self-control of the childreAl, and the free, happy, natural way in which they

move about ane conduct themselves when at their work. A great educator said to

me one day, tyou have solved the problem of discipline.' "46

Actual research done in the area of Montessori Theories is yet very new

and inconclusive. However, a very short experimental examination of the appli-

cation of the theory of discipline to pre-schoolers done in 1956 led to the

conclusion that "the results of Montessori's method of discipline, though not

perfect, are sufficiently impressive to make one question whether the theory of

self-discipline is not the one valuable contribution that Montessori may have

made to education."
47

44
Stevens, p. 25.

45Katherine W. Huston, "Montessori Discipline," Journal of Education,

LXXIX (February 19, 1914), p. 206.

46Mary Blackburn, Montessori Experiments in a larTe iLfantIs_Sehool

(New York: E.P.

?Louise Ellison, "A Study of Maria Montessori's Theory of Discipline
through rn Examination of Her Principles and Practice and an Experiment with

Pre-school Chileren" (unpublished Masters Thesis, Tufts University, Medford,

Mass., 1956), conclusion.
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Supporters of the Whitby School would say that it is not the only im-

portant aspect of the Montessori Method) but they would agree that it is an ex-

tremely important one which they have met and conquered. "Whitby's main

problem is adapting Montessori self-discipline to U.S. children. 'These are

American kids,' says Headmistress Rambusch. 'They check their guns at the door

and Ile can't escape the fact that they need activity.' From the intent look of

her kids, who confine their whoops and hollers entirely to the playground, she

seems to have the problem in hand.
1,148

In fact the situation is so well in hand

that the writer goes on to describe it in this manner: "Hhitby is proudly 'a

work school, not a play school,' and in their uniform grey skirts and shorts

the children at first seem unduly solemn. Silence fills the classroom; tears

and giggles are rare; even teachers speak in near whispers. The visitor is

sure that something is drastically *wrong. Actually, the children are absorbed

in a series of graded 'jobs' that each feels compelled to complete - on his

own. "49

Francis Drinkvater goes so far as to say of this type of setting that

"if there is any kind of education responsible for producing our delinquents

it is certainly not the Montessorian. The freedom she accorded was based

firmly on self-control."5°

Nancy Rambusch contends that this self-control is "not an outgrowth of

11.0..04.....W.11.11.1.

""Joy of Learning, Whitby School," Ea cit., p. 63.

5°Drinkvater, op. cit., p. 2214.
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learning, but a very condition of it. what is to be learned, the subject

matter itself, produces the discipline. To the degree to which the student be-

comes the active agent of his on learning, he becomes absorbed in it andi in-

formed by the discipline such involvement produces...51 The discipline,

therefore, from the very beginning resides in the children: "52

E.M.Standing adds to this that "such self-discipline does not come into

existence in a day, or a meek, or even a month. It is through the result of a

long inner growth, an achieiemont won through months of training. "53

Parental interest and support is of absolute necessity if those months

of training are to bear fruit. Dr. Ronald Kbegler observes that it happens

that

the teacher is attempting to establish self-control in the child, while

some parents are only giving lip-scrvice to this aspect of Montessori,

and have need of a continuous display of aggression from the child.

This means that a considerable proportion of American middle-class

children are unable to profit fully from Montessori education because

the neurotic family relationship is manifested so quickly in behavior.

The parents demand that their sons behave in an aggressive manner.

Although one does not explicitly find it in the writings of Maria

Montessori, Samuel Brown reports that

regulations for parents were clearly written; when these rules were

respected the parents and their children were thought to be tdeserving

of the benefitst of the school. Expulsion took place if the children

presented themselves unwashed or in soiled clothing or were deemed

wywyreroymo.004.timmin

51Ramusch, Learning How to Learn, op. cit., p. 120.

52Ibid p. 49.

53Standing, Maria Montessori: Her Life and Work, op. cit., p. 199.



incorrigible. The parents were doomed incorrigible. The parents wore
admonished to cooperate with the teacher mid not undo the good works of
the school through their own bad conduct.

(liven parental support and parental, undoratunding of the theory of

discipline, the children can, however, acquire it. Visitors to the new schools

in which the Ztontosoori philosophy holds sway wax eloquent in describing it.

More than anything else, a Montessori school resembles the quiet,
serious atmosphere you might expect to find at a modern research lab.
There is the same dedicated concentration, the intense personal involve-
ment in an intellectual pureuit...the came relentless repetition of an
experiment until it is finally fully understood and mastered once and
for all. Only in the size of the tocbDiciane does the facsimile between
Montessori and a research lab and.... TheyThey can walk about or sit on a
couch in the hall; eat a cookie while they read or typo. Having learned
to discipline themselves, according to the Montessori theory, they sp
progress without the artificial rigidity of the 'normal' classroomP°

As stated before, not much research has been attempted to verify the

Montessori claims. Dr Urban Fleogo, of DoPaul. University, Chicago, has made a

beginning under a grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and 'Wel-

fare. Among his conclusions can be found a statement that Montessori children

show among other qualities greater gains in self-contro1.57

It seems fair to conclude that the writers who examined and applied

the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipline agree with the definition of

discipline derived from her writings: Discipline is an on-going process

%Lucile Perryman et al., .224.11A., p. 12. 55Millar, op. cit., p. 113.

56Shirley DeLeon, " Montessori for Adolescents,ll Children's /louse I
(Jan., Feb., 1967), p. 8.

57
Urban Ilene, Michael Black, and John Rackauskas, Nontossori Pre-

school Education (Chicago: DoPaul University, 1967), p.
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dependent on personal freedom. It is brought about through an inner force

developed in the child by spontaneous interest in and concentration on an

exiornal object (work). The child, internally responding to this external

stimulus, leanrs to move about actively and purposefully, rather than wildly or

mute3y and apathetically.

To this could be added that the acquiring of the self - control inherent

in this type of discipline is very dependent on parental understanding and

support.

Obedience

"One of the most valuable effects of the training received in the

Montessori system of education comes from the regular progressive development o

the will. "58 This development of the will is dependent on two factors, the de-

sire to do something, and the ability to perform it,59

The ability to perform is the hallmark of the ability to obey. Ellen

Stevens, in A Guide to the Montessori Method, gives a very telling example of

this.

As the teacher dictated the lesson in which the arrangement of the
sticks was to simulate a window, each of the fifty children were
expected to obey orders. Soon on the twenty-five desks at -which
fifty children sat, the sticks were seen in all sorts of positions,
from those designed by the bright boy or girl who could understand
and obey the order to that of the poor little creature who painfully
and blindly imitated his comrade, or sat in despair with his useless
slips of wood in front of him. On the faces of these children, I saw
depicted, in the place of joyful emotions, a whole gamut of feeling;

11111040111:01MOONNIMIRIMIL
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pride, joy, despair, envy, anxiety, fatigue. Here...was nerve strain,
because they were attempting a task too hard for them and tare uring
up their nerve force in trying to understand and follow the arbitrary
commis of a teacher, instead of gladly respondins with a sent
ability to...vork for which they had previously been prepared."

Dorothy Canfield Fisher clarifies this when she says that "a child is no

more born into the world kith a full-fledged capacity to obey orders, than to

do a sum in arithmetic...However, anyone vho ill under ordinary ciroumrltances

try the simple experiment of asking a little child to perform some operation

which he has thoroughly mastered will be convinced that obedience in itself

involves no pain to a child. "
61

A child cannot, then: obey the whim of a parent or a teacher.
62

The

orders given a child "must be chosen from the class of things uhich can be

made to be."
63

Culverell, however, makes it very clear that "Dr. Montessori does not

hesitate to suppress and destroy with absolute rigor the free impulses of the

children towards doing anything that she thinks they might not do; the rigor

only relates to the result; her methods of suppressing them are clearly based

on loving sympathy and on reverence for the child."64

0*.~.....,40.4.1.4.....4... mowelloasmosoor VANN. .a.V 11.......11.1.0.4.11111......10.0....16114./111416.11,0411.01"...19

60
Ibid., pp. 43-44.

61Fisher Montessori for Parents, op. cit., p. 157.

62
Dorothy Fisher, The Monteseori Manual for Teachers end Parents

(Cambridge, Mass.: Robert Bentley, p. 116.

63Culverwell, op. cit., p. 169. 64Ibid., p. 204.
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In this recce rd he montions one of the major criticisms levelled at

4cntesnori. It is in regard to this question of repression that the inex-

),,rionced ::ont::asori teacher appears to find the greatoyt of her diffi-

culties.
65

Dr. Montc:isori gives us no surostion an to hov thcse undesirable

actions arc to be repressed. "66 Iliatiod-or the method she used, it vas

accompanied ly g-sAticess
67

for it vas hc.r aitt to cake obodieme "a

spontaneous and tit .p=ay thin3."
68

For fweced imuobility n:2* TIontexx!.i vonld substitute te quietnez:,
that comes fi'orn concentration upon a faccimting problem, for pressure
fron the teacher she would substitute the presm/9 of the ehilt;ren
upon each other; for forced learning she proposed spontaneous interest.
The pupils vould thus learn to control ther.s:Aves because they vou10
find out that only by co doing could thg accomplish the, things their
interest as urging them to accomplish'',

Nancy Rambutch handles the problem of repression in this manner:

CoLrJequently.the must effective tr:Jchanism for handling recalcitrant
children in a Montessori classroom is isolation: that is, not
isolation from tho group as such, but isolation from ineep=dence.
The child vho is incapable of vorldn ind:Teni3ent1y vorks near the
teacher and must muve vith her then sh© moves in order that she keeps
her eye on him. When he feels ho i3 again capable of vorking
indq)7ndontly, ho is froe to return end sot about his bucipess
independently. This need for independeme comes from him. (0

ftwkowinorramause....pwompowomw ...........404.0examovao.".....rogyawryomwompoopowalorrowleverworroarnmes".....ponow vullawommaft...« 1....nonwwwwwwwoasertnImmorma

65111d., p. 158. 66ibid., p. 168.

671bid., p. 169.

"Hamilton, op. cit., p. 735.

69Colo, o n . . , p. 569.

Wilambusch: learning Hm to Learn, op. cit., pp. 93-94.
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Most of the writers agree with Montessori is very positive attitude

touprd obedience and subscribe to the principle derived from her writings:

ObrAience is an instinct which must be cultivated through the gentle training

of the will.

Reward and Punishment

"The will power is more apt to be perverted into grotesque and unprofit-

able shapes by the use of punishment than to be encouraged into upright, use-

ful and vigorous groyth.1171

Ellen Stevens adds that "if the two-fold nature of true liberty, expres-

sion and inhibition, is kept in mind and the balance between them preserved,

the necessity for punishment, so-called, will be avoided."72

Florence Ward agrees with ,Dr. Montessori that rewards can even be harmful

to children. Sho tells the story of a father and mother who were called out

on an emergency leaving two small sisters to take care of themselves. Upon

arriving home they found the children sleeping, the younger one very carefully

covered by the older one. The father rewarded the older child for her solici-

tude. On the next evening, the older child forced the younger one to lie down

when she was neither sleepy nor cold, to be covered up. The fatherts reward

had caused the older childts motive to drop to a lower level.73

"Have you not seen the look of surprise on the face of a child when

el.......M11141011wwONNINVO1111.11111.4.0.1..411016.1/141...1.1% AaalwAlaimemle11.1...............0.1511......,1.! ..M.110.1/..111411.1.1.e.e..11%...1.01.1.1.71410,FIMMOMM..1.11041.11.ftwor,10.1..A.

71
Fisher, Montessori for Parents, op. cit., p. 154.

aur

72Stevens, op. cit., p. 46.

"Ward, op. cit., p. 45.
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praieed for a thing he had done with great pleasure and without conscious ef-

fort? perhaps you have coon this came child come to overestimate his effort

because of unnatural stimulus and cattle back to indifference."74

Ellen Stevens reminds those who apply the Montessori principles that

thoro is, however, a very careful distinction which must be made between praise

and reward.

But we clearly understand the distinction she makes between that sym-
pathetic relationship established between the child and his parents or
teacher, by means of caresses and words of praise and encouragement for
what is won done, and the formal bestowal of modals, stars or other
prizes* The first only stimulates his feeling of joy in accomplishment,
the second puts another motive first, so thsit the child is trained not r,e

to find pleasure in the work or doing of it, but in an outside reward.i3

The child should develop so that "he will find sufficient motive -

force within himself in' the expansion of his own power, and that anything ex-

traneous, like a reward or a prize is an insult to the expanding life-force

withintim:76

Many a teacher has found this to bo the stumbling block of the method,

"here is apparently little to 'get hold off) no solid immovable framework of

prizes, punishments, and rules. "77

Montessori's son warns these teachers that "the need to compelcis

always a proof of pedagogical error.
n78 Learning should be satisfactory enough

p. 44.

75Stevens, 224.9.1.1,10, pp. 44-45. 76Ibid*

tlehladice, it., p. 105*

78Montessori and Claremont, op. cit., p. 420.
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to be its own revard.79 B.F. Skinner verifies this when he says, "A school

system must be called a failure if it cannot induce students to learn except

by threatening them for not learning. "
80

R.C.Orem synthesizes well 'when he says, "Montessori principles imply

that the motivational system of traditional education with its emphasis upon

grades and other external rewards and punishments is psychologically unsound

and should be replaced by the intrinsic rewards of competence, self-confidence

and love of learning .51

It seems fair to conclude that the writers uho examined the Montessori

philosophy agree with her rejection of leuard and punishment. They seem to

agree with the principle derived from her writings that the satisfaction found

in the need to produce and perfect his awn work is the child's inherent and

only retard, a reward which eliminates the need for punishment.

The Child

Among the most ardent supporters of Maria Montessori's concept of the

child vas Sigmund Freud. In a letter to her he said, "Since I have been

preoccupied for years with the study of the child's psyche, I am in deep

sympathy with your humanitarian and understanding endeavors, and trey daughter

011.11.14011.141, .41,41.11011.0110%010.000.11.110101.9140

4.

111.014.4.4.4.W11,44,...1004.4.4.444,004

79M.C. Flynn, "Headmistress: Nancy R mbusch," Today, XVII (Nov., 1961),

8°Rambusch, LearninglImI2Joala op cit., p. 123.

81Orem, Montessori for the Disadvantageo, on cit., p. 179.
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who is an analytical pedagogue, considers herself one of your disciples. "82

14reud further noted; "If all the world's children were subjected to

Yontessori educational techniques, most of our psychoanalytical couches would

bu empty. "83

Madame Montessori's life-long task was to find understanding for the

child. In a letter written within twenty-four hours of her death she made a

plea to educators to manifest this understanding.
84

Many writers and educators of the twentieth century responded to her

call for this understanding and respect. Mary Blackburn felt that any other

course of action was "to do violence to life itself. "85

0. Burke maintained that the ' "basic idea of the Montessori philosophy

utlut.dtlini is that ovary child carries unseen within him the man he will be-

come.
"86

The child is, therefore, not a defective adult, but an emerging mart

or woman.
87

Nancy Rambuach stressed this same point as she complained about the

monitorial teaching techniques of the 19th century. "These," she said,

"betray little understanding of the needs of the child, who was an emergent

82Ronald Gross, The Te her and haught Wu York: Dell Publishing
Co., .1963), p. L6.

83
Millar, op. cit., p. 116.

811
"Plea to Educators to UnOerstand Children," CsAtbolic Educational Re-

L (Sept., 1952), p. 491

85Blackburn, op. cit., p.

860. Burke, Whitby School," Jubilee VI (Feb., 19$9), P. 23.

87marris, oRl_pit., p. 24.
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ran muscularly and intellectually, and not a defective adult."
86

Mrs. Rarnbusch continues to describe the child by saying:

Ho loves to work, and lover) the order that work involves. Ho works well
alone, but will suffer companionship. He seems completely absorbed in
his tasks and yet will be willing to share information and experience
with others. He will enjoy being obedient' yet will not lack
initiative. This hypothetical child does past in Montessori 0185608.

89

"This realization of the true nature of the normalized child is Montessori's

great discovery and forms, at the same time, her chief claim on the gratitude

of the human race.
"90

Schill goes so far as to say that Montessori's greatest contribution is

hoer insistence upon the necessity for observing and caring for each individual

child. "91 She realized, with Emerson, that the secret of education lies in

respecting the pupil.
92

It is to the human creature who builds his on unique person and person-
ality that, indeed - and that means in dead - the greatest respect is
due. The child should be respected, norEly as a creature created by
the Creator and entrusted to our Charity but also as a creature who
'will create (or better, through whose active cooperation there will be
creRed by his Creator) a unique person, he himself, the adult ho will
be."

86Nancy Rambusch, Montessori Approach to Learning," National Catholic
Educational Association LVIII (August, 1961), p. TR57-w"."--

89Rambusch, Learning How to Learn, Lam., p. 60.

90Standing, The Montessori Method - A Revolution in Education, sta...21A,1
p. 90.

91B. &hill, Montessori System," Childhood Education, XXXIX (Dec., 1962)
p. 171.

920rem, A Montessori Handbook, 221.. cit., p. 85.

"A.M. Joosten, "The Dignity of the Child," op. cit., p. 26.
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It was important for the child, too, to realize his own dignity. "Un-

derlying the careful programming and detailed exercise of Maria Montessori vas

the dm of helping the child achieve confidence in himself and his abilities.

That a healthy self-concept is a neceseary prelude to accomplishment both in

school and in adult life is now recognized by psychologists and educators of

all persuasions."94

Dr. Fleege confirms this, explaining that "children are led to become

acquainted with themselves, to learn what they can do, to take pridb in their

own achievement. "95 Orem adds: "The child who can see in the results of his

work the gaining of another bit of mastery over his environment has thereby

gained in self-confidence and self-mastery. The labor of the young worker is

an extension of himself. "96

It seems fair to conclude that those who applied and wrote about the

Montesstori Method concurred with her opinion of the child being a man deserving

of the deepest respect. This chile., has within him a power vhich governs his

inner life and vhich forces his own expansion, and impoeo'b on him is the task

of growing up. His will leads him to make progress in developing his pavers.

11.1104~PM.11 IM.,4*~ ftliwelwolobabair

91 Lena flitter, "A Child's Quest for a Self-Concept," National Catholic

Kinderunalgla, XVII (March, 1968), p. 14.

95Urba H. Fleoge, "The Proviso of Montessori," Extension, LX (June,

1965), p. 9.

96Orem Montessori for the Disadvantaged, sa.sit. y p. 161.
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The Teacher
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There rust be less of doing for the child where he can do for

himself; lese of the Short period program where interest is too highly

excited only to be too soon dissipated; less of minute direction by

mother...or teacher; in short, more of vn opportunity for a child to

lead a simple, healthy, normal life....In the practical morkirc of this

idea eh has set an example to home, to kindergarten and to primary

school.'? The tgEanny end artificiality of over-much direct: on by the

teacher mast go.7'

In these words, William Hoard Kilpatrick, one of Dr. Montessorila most outspo-

ken critics, praised her concept of the role of the teacher.

When Montessori first introduced her method, Ellen Stevens promoted,

among other things, the Montessori concept of the teacher. Kira. Stevens de-

cried the fact that many teachers chose the simpler path of being a nurse

rather than an educator. "If the teachers yield to their own desire to serve

rather than train they only hamper the child and hold him back on the road to

liberty through independence and keep him from the joy of self-mastery.

Calverwell further delineated Montessori # E idea of authority and the

teacher. He said that many a teacher fell into the pitfall, of saying, "Child-

ren are to be free to follow such spontaneous impulses as I think desirable;

those which I think undesirable are to be suppressed, destroyed,
"100

This is actually a gross misuse of authority and Montessori, who was

so inspired by Seguin, subscribed to his definition of authority. "Authority

is like obedience, a mere function, whose existence is provoked by correspon-

ding incapacities; it ceases when its object is accomplished, and is no more

97Kilpatrick, Ea...E1I., p. 26.

41111411.NIMMO.R."

p. 19.

99Stevens, op. cit., p. 31. 10°Culverue11, op. cit., p. 191.
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inherent in the individual who happens to exercise it than his cost is

adhlrent to his cellular tiesuc."
101

Sheila Radice adds an interesting aspect to the Montessori chronicle when

the notes that Dr. Montessori said that the concept of the role of the

Montescori teacher is pobelly more intelligible to a voman than to a man. "de

the successive births lb the soul of the child. We rtve all possible

material, that nothing may lack to the groping soul, and then we watch for the

perfect faculty to come, safeguareing the child from interruption so that it

may carry itb efforts through."102

The personality of the teacher is of the greatest importarce."3 She

must 'bays absolute faith in every child, and then leave him free to act with-

out apparent supervision, in order to see him in his naturile state."1°4

That Pr. Montessori gave specific directions to the teacher is true,

but that she rave them the freedom to apply them in the manner possible is sup-

ported by Luella Cole, who says, "In short, when Madame Montessori vas con-

fronted by actual children she did what was sensible, practical, and possible

and did it superlatively well. "105

Montessorils son, Mario, says, however, that even though his mother gave

the teacher a great deal, of area, the teacher must be adequately trained.
106

101
Ibid., p. 16h,

102Radice, op. cit., p. 106.

103131ackburn, p. 27. 1°4Ibid. p. 11.

105Cole, 21211e, p) 568.

106Iontessori and Claremont, sp. cit., p. 426.
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It is not a matter, as Nancy Rambusch says, of personally seducing the child

through the tearher's awn love of learning. "Part of her teaching task...is to

free them of her, to give them the opportunity of learning for the enjoyment of

learning itself, and not to please the teacher. This personal satisfaction of

learning last be constantly rediscovered by the child for himself if his

7achievement is not to becone simply a means of obtaining, social approval.. "l0

Mrs. Rambusch decries, too, the "traditional fallacy in the education of

young children that is beet exemplified by the teacher who dominates the class

totally. The same teacher, when she leaves the classroom, in nine caves out of

ten will have all hell break l'aose behind her back, because she carries within

herself not only all the motives for discipline, but all the discipline

itself. t,108 She prefers, espousing the Montessori concept, to rather think of

the teacher as one who "protects the child's right to work."109

The obvious benefit of this disciplined yet "active" classroom is in

"the ability (f the Montessori teacher to give help where it is most needed..11

for in many c(Ises it is not the child who is not 'ready' to learn, but rather

the teacher wao is not 'ready' to teach him. "1"1'1`

107
Nanoy Rambusch "Montessori Reappriaeed," Jubilee, VII (April, 1960),

45.

108,-nambusch, Leaxnins ow
i
to Learn, REL_cit., p.47.

e

1139Ibid., p. 92.

1I°Ratbusch, "Montessori Reappraised," cp. cit., p.

111Raubusch, Learning How to Learn, o cit., p. 3.
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The teacher never becorres so inactive that she does pot teach. "There

are some children who ce.n only be creative if they are sure cf a te:thnique.

Therefore, the teaching of skills, when children reach out for them

spontaneously, may lead to creativity and not away from it. "11'2 Only ueeless

aids arrest a child's development, not necessary aids.
113

Father Clark says that the Montessori teacher "stands by" very much in

the nautical sense of the phraso.114 So vital is this "standing Lyn aspect

that Nancy Rambasch says that once we understand it and then bring our modern

technology to play in creating learning devices, we will have touched

Monteseorils greatest contribution.115

Celia Stendtler lit ovise says that it is not really the discipline it-

self that is the secret of her success, but rather the fact that a "child spent

most of the day on his own, selecting from a vide variety of stimulating

equipment, and having individual instruction in use of that equipment as the

teacher had time to give it. 11.6

The discipline, hxdover, is inherent for "order is possible because of

the firmness of the rules dealing lath the use of the didactic materials. "11?

11~01.0141.101.11.4...44.~14.14.64.0.1...ow. 1.11/11.0.1110041.0.111.41.1.0.1.M0000,001104.0.01100.10.11.160111....../VIMIlm.."014.0.1.4,....

112Plank, p. 41.

113Standing, The Montessori Method - A Revolution in Education, op. cit.,
p. 12.

1114Clark, "Evaluation of Montessori Postulated in the Light of Empirical
Research," off. cit., pi 13.

115John Henry Martin, Montessori after 50 Years," Education Digest,
XXXI (Septevaiber, ]965), p. 9.

116Celia Stendtler, "Montessori Method: Revieu," Educational Forum, XXIX
(May, 1965), p. 432.

117,n,
/vhall D. Schechter, "Montesmri ane the Child's Natural Develop-

ment," Children's Hous
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In 1966, Kato March stated that of the two major differences between

Montessori and other systems today, one of them is the training of the

toacher.118 "The Montessori teacher needs a greater sensitivity to children

than the average teacher; that is, in their needs, to their motivational

patter s, to individual differences.119 The Montessori teacher needs to

completely recognize the fact that no human hplag is educated hy. Eunz else.

Ha must do it himself or it. is never done."
120 R.C. Orem contends that

"Montessori herself noted her first teachers would undoubtedly have been un-

successful had they boon conditioned by traditional tea :her training*
n121

It is the duty of the teacher to establish the proper environment, a

vital factor in the learning process. Men Stevens says that "environment can

favor or stifle life",122 while Nancy Rambusch even more clearly defines the

importance of the environment:

An environment for small children Phich already possesses a certain
order, where each object is in its proper place and can always be
found there: helps the child orient himself. An environment with
'built in' discipline in which a glass, if dropped, will break, a
chair if jarred, will topple over, teaches the small child a groat
deal about physical self-mastery. It is not the verbal emphasis that
abounds in the Montessori method, but the sensory. When the teacher
speaks, it is to say something that the environment cannot say. A

0.1111.1.41.410.

118Kate March, "A Look at Four Classrooms," Children's House, I (Nov.,

Dec., 1966), p. 15.

119Virginia Fleege, p. 119.

120Aline Wolf, "Why I Like Montessori," Eittj02911Laaolic.i.....finder_g_arten

Review, XVII, (Oct ., 1967), p. 13.

1210rem, Montessori for the Dinadvantaged,, 221.21.1., p. 89.

122Stovons, 221 cit., p. 24.
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growing awareness of order in tbg,universe 16 closely linked to the

idea of the child's adaptation.'

The ordered environment cannot be overstressed because "the world of the

child is full of sights and sounds which at first appear chaotic. From this

chaos he must gradually create order, and learn to distinguish among the impres

sions that assail his senses. "121

The Montessori concept of liberty is only possible within the prepared

environment.

It will be se ©n more clearly now how indispensable a factor is the

presence of the prepared environment, with all its purposeful
activities, in making it possible for us to grant liberty to the

children. It would certainly not be granting true liberty, in the
Montessori sense, if one wore to say to children in an ordinary class-

room (unfurnished with the immense variety of occupations which are
found in a Montessori psthoolroom): Weir, children, you are free to

choose your own work.'"2

For the child, Nancy Rambusch says, there should be certain 'things that he can

rely on unalterably from the moment he comes to class.
126

There is little difference between the

apparent need the young child has for order and the more arbitrary need

of the adult. The adult generally likes things orderly and tidy

because he equates order with comfort, or because he cannot function

as effectively in disorder. Montessori believes that order is in-

dispensable for the fullest development of the young child precisely

because he learns from the environment what the environment provides."(

Maiwilniromplreoreo...~~~4.......1114. Arftlmtansonec.

123Nancy Rambusch, "Freedom, Order and the Child," Jubilee, V,(April,

1958), p. 37.

124Burk©, p. 23.

125Standing, The Montessori Method - A Revolution in Education op. cit.

p. 92.

/26RambuBch, 21.1LIs P. 26.

127Ibid., p. 33.
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Dorothy Fisher adds that "like any other good habit, obedience cannot

come from one or two violent efforts. It must come from a long, long

continuance in the right conditions. And to secure these 'right conditional

the Montessori apparatus, method, and philosophy are the most potent means as

yet discovered.
+128

Dr. Ronald Koeglor so concurs with the Montessori concept of the prepared

environment that he thinks it

can be of aid to American child-rearing practices by shoving how a
consistent prepared environment can bring relaxation to most children
and their parents. It is possible to successfully communtcate the
logical limit-setting of Montessori to most American parents. A 2i
year old is not permitted to use materials he is not ready for and
cannot be successful with; teachers do not feel guilty in not permitting
him to work with the golden bead material if he cannot deal with the
red rods. Parents should not feel guilty, in restricting thQir child
from watching a violent television program whose emotional impact can-
not be coped with successfully.129

Excessive rigidity within the prepared environment, however, can stifle.

The unbending, stereotyped, inflexible type of person who tends to feel at

home

only in situations that are stablized, where a given routine is
established and forever thereafter adhered to, would not find
happiness in working in a Montessori class. Such a person would find
it difficult to capitalize on the creative aspects within the
structured Montessori environment. The Montessori teacher needs to
appreciate order, while at the same time, prizing freedom. A
Montessori teacher must not seek to establish either a rigid en-
vironment or a rigid routine; nor should she seek to bolster her own
security by striving for such regularized rigidity, or rigid
regularity.130

128Fisher, The Montessori Manual for Teachers and Pupils, op.cit., p.122.-. -
129Urban Fleege, op. cit., p. 44.

130virginia Fleege, op. cit., p. 63.
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A delicate compromise must be reached in this regard. "Within the framework of

a clear-cut system of organization, the child is allowed complete freedom of

choice of activities.131 A healthy balance between certainty and uncertainty

is provided so that the actual happenings confirm the child's expectations of

fixture events. "132

Lena Utter seems to have aptly summarized the relationship betvccn the

environment the teacher prepares and the development of inner discipline*

The prepared environment meets the child's needs. It is self-
correcting and leads to successful experiences. The rewards are
intrinsic and power is his in mastery of the work apparatus.
Affection is his in the form of the complete attention that the
teacher is able to give him because of the individual nature of the
teaching method. thus meeting the child's physical anclAmotional
needs, the need for other directed behavior is minimized.l."

In conclusion, most critics concur with the Montessori conception of the

teacher as an observer of children for whom she must have a deep respect and

love. She does not impart what is hors but rather develops that which is

within the child. Restraint is her constant companion, so much no that when

the child has begun to concentrate she does not interrupt him, and, in fact,

acts as if he does not oven exist. It is her duty to prepare the environment

in which such concentration can be begun and carried on, and in which the

will can be thus gently trained.

131Sehechter, 2E1_211., p. 16.

1320rem, Montessori for the Disadvantaged, p. 166.

133Gitter, p. 19.
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Conclueion

In defining the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipl ire, it vas neceJsary

to examine Maria Montessori's ideas concerning discipline through liberty,

obedience, reward and punishTeJnt, the child, and the teacher. In examining

the principles gleaned in the light of other authors the some procedure vas

used.

Although Maria Montessori and her method received a fatr amount of

criticism during her life and since her death, it can easily be obeerved, from

this chapter, that many who examined and applied her method, supported it unre-

servedly.

It seems reasonable to conclude that these writers support the prin-

ciples of the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipline as developed in Charter I:

The child is a man deserving of the deepest respect having within himself

a power which governs his inner life and which forces his awn expansion.

Nature imposes on this child the task of growing up, and his will leads him to

make progress in developing his powers.

The teacher acts as an observer of children and does not impart what is

hers but rather develops that which is within the child. She exercises such re

straint that when the child has begun to concentrate she does not interrupt

him, and, in fact, treats him as if he does not exist. The environment is

carefully prepared by her so that such concentration can be begun and carried

on.

The discipline that prevails is brought about through an inner force

developed in the child through spontaneous interest and concentration. It is

dependent on persmtll freedom and the gentle training of the will and permits
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CHAPTER IV
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AN EVALUATION OF THE 110NTESSOn THEW/ OF PINEr DISSULINE

IN THE ma OF CUMIT USAGNS

*OW V 4 i

Introduction
Rsel 1001

"American teachers are more confuted and distorted about matters of

atcipline today than at any previous time in the history of our public school

tystom."1 Not only is it the most disturbJvg problem but also the least

talked about. "In some educational circles discipline has become a naughty

word. Like the skeleton in the family closet, it is rarely mentioned, Guid-

ance) yes. Discipline, no."2

William J. Onsgey states it delightfully when he says, "The fabled

incantations of witches practicing black magic could scarecoly have evoked a

more dread fascination than the subject of discipline. One has to utter the

word softly in educational circles, and the cauldron of opinions, argument, and

despair begin bubbling ominously. "3

That the problem of discipline ranks as number one in nearly all

000.1,4 II 140.04
'David Ausubel, "A Mew Look at Classroon Discipline," Phi Delta Yanoan,

XLIT (October, 1961), p. 25.

2
H. O. Spalding, qes, Discipline!" SchOptic, LXIII (September 23,

1953)) p. 15*

3William Onagey, Controlling Classroon nisbehovior (Washington, D.C.
1955), p 3.
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surveys of teachers' difficulties is not a chimera of the critics of modern

education; it is a hard fact," and research supports it as such.5

L.L. Vrodevoo reports as a conclusion of a study he conducted that

"discipline is a chief concern of ninety-five par cent of all the schools

visited and among ninety-eight per cent of the teachers interviewed. Schools

and teachers with good patterns of discipline in their classes mere concerned

about changing conditions which might ohange those patterns. Others were try-

ing to establish good patterns. "6

In an analysis of the difficulties reported during the first year of

teaohing by ninety-five beginning secondary school teachers £rom the

Appalachian State Teachers Collage in North Carolina, of the three most

frequent types of problems, control and diooipline ranked first in frequency

and importance.7

A: teacher Opinion . ill. conducted in the early sixties asked a national

sample or public school teachers who had taught five or more years the follow-

ing question and received those answers:

"Norma Cutts and Nicholas Measly, "Four Schools of Discipline, A Synthe-
sis," School 9d Society) LXXXVII (February 28, 1959), p. 87.

5Isobel L. Pfeiffer, "Not Discipline Again," 222Elnoma XXXI (March
1957), p. 03i

6
La. Vredevoe, "School Disciplines

and School Discipline in the Unit ©d States

Association of s222JEZ:SITP2LEEL91-222E..........

?Fritz Rod and W. Wattenberg, MentalHgonoinletnig (New York:
Harcourt, Brace end World, 1959), p.

Third Report on a Study of Students
and Other Countries," National
Bulletin, XLIX (march:WM, p. 217



Basing your answer on your personal experience, do you
maintaining pupil discipline has become more difficult
first stamed teaching?

More difficult...nib%
Leap difficult...n.201
About the Immo...n.32%
Undeeided.4......... 1%

Yearn of Experience
More difficult
Less difficult
About the sato
Undecided

5- 10-19

31% 21%
43% 35%
1% 0%
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believe that
than when you

20 or more
62%
12%
25%
1%

One thing can be said with oertnintys A substantial proportion of experienced
teachers feel that their Roble= of maintaining discipline have inereneed
since they began teaching.°

A study done in the public echools of Los Angeles reflected a very dis-

quieting situation for teachers. It concluded that "ovary class has three

problem ehileren and every other class includes a seriously disturbed child."9

"Buellesfield, in a study entitled Causes of Failure among ToRom

found that tweakneee in discipline' ranked first among twenty-seven causes of

failures. One supervisor of teachers who participated in thin study wrotos 'I

have kept touch of the failure of teachers for years, and in my experience

thro.fourths of them are duo to lack of diecipline.'""

Amos and Orom concur with thin, snying that "based upon analyeis of their

8"Teacher Opinion

9
Donald Robinson,

1959)) p. 91.

10William E. Amos and Reginald C. Orem, ManaIng Student Behavior, (St.
Louis, Missouri: W.H. Green, Inc., 1967),

Poll," NEA Journal, LIII (Supt., 196).), P. 2, .

"Discipline vs. Freedom," Clearing Mouse, XXXIV (Oat.,
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intqrviewing experience with teachers and ex-teachers at all grade levels, the

authors are convinced that failure to gain and maintain effective control in

the classroom accounts for more teachers leaving public school classrooms then

all other investigated causes put together."1l

These same authors alvo contend that "there is probably no one connected

with a teacher education program who has not reached the conclusion that the

topmost concern of the prospective teacher is classroom order and control."12

For administrators, as for teachers, it is a very serious problem.

"Most public school administrators mill, in moments of candor, admit that the

matter of control in the classroom is the most serious problem with which they

have to cope although they, too, like teachers, hesitate to formally

acknowledge the problem."13 Administrators are, too, accused of sometimes

compounding the problem.

The principal tended to smile upon those faculty members who managed to

solve their oun problems in their own way and to from upon those who
persisted in sending tbad bost to the office for him to deal with.
Even the dullest teacher soon became aware that the discipline section

of his annual rating form would receive a superior evaluation only if he

resisted the temptation to ask for help in solving behavior problems.
Too often teachers simply threw up their hands and relaxed their class-

room discipline standards to the point where almost anything went. In

that way, you see, there was no need to sand anybody to the office. If

one just broadens the definition of discipline and acceptable conduct to
the point where almost any type of behavior can be classified as
acceptable, then he cn say with a clear conscience that he has no
discipline problems.14

llIbid., p. 10.
12Ibid., p. VII. 13I bid., p. 11.

14max L. Rafferty, Mat 127 Are DoJn1 to Your Children New York: New

American Library, 1964), T7765.
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Amos and Orom further maintain that "continued inability to achieve an

acceptable level of classroom diacipline may cost the teacher his job, for lack

of 'classroom control' is the reason probably must cited for teacher failure

in our schools. x"15

In thin connection, Ruediger and Strayer, who authored Tho Ounlitioe of

Merit in Teachers, found that the general teaching merit of two hundred four

teachers as estimated by their principals or supervisors correlated higher

with ratings of 'ability to keep order' than with any other factor mentioned.16

Administrators aro probably not all wrong in this attitude for "poor

discipline is the moat important thief of teacher time and efficiency that is

known.
"17

The complaint seems to be that they apprise it highly but are not

sufficiently helpful in establishing and sustaining it. James Herndon narrates

an account of this:

The subject of discipline was mentioned, and everyone grew alort...The
administrator was going to make statements about discipline. No doubt
they had spent some time preparing what they were going to say; 'what we
heard was that the administration wished to concentrate on the
individual, on his freedom of action, learning, growth and development,
and, at the same time, to promote an orderly and responsible group of
childrenwarom this perfect and impossible statement, x gathered, you
were supposed to figure out the real attitude of the administration
toward the behavior of etudents in your classrooms, with an eye to your
own evaluation. That is, Ithat degree of control you were being ordered
to maintain or that degree of disturbance and chaos would b© acceptable.'

NA...browiPw.00104WM~...,Mr.44,W40.00114101, ..#11.1..10111.41. 741,001.1004.110.011~.4.M.00..1,~111.0441, *44401,0

William A. Amos and R.C. Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimen
sions and Directions," National Catholic Kindergarten Review, XVII, (Oct.,
1967), p. 4.

16
Amos and Orem, Managina, Student MESEL op. cit., p. 12.

17Rafferty, jat21.1., p. 113.

18Jamas Herndon, The WaLitLfpozed to re (Nov York: Simon and Schuct6r,
1968), p. 16.
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From the vantage point of the child, too, it is a problem. "A particu-

lar third-gm:ler was transferred from a school of the ultra-progressive type to

one that was definitely authoritarian. In the first he would be told: 'Johnny

work these four problems when you feel like it.' In the second he had to keep

silence oven during lunch per3 od."19

That discipline is a problem, and Dne of not such recent origin, is

confirmed by Aristotle's complaint that it is very difficult to provide for

youth "a right training for virtue."20

St. Thomas More once wrote:

"I find the doctors and the sages
Have differ'd in all climes and ages,
And two and fifty scares avee
On what is pure morality. "4I

We could very well paraphrase this, using the word discipline. "The

meaning of discipline creates as much confusion as does democracy. Discipline

may variously be equated with conformity or obedience to a behavioral code, ex-

ternal control, or self-control." 22 It has been further confused with punish-

ment. "To do this," says Dr. Hymes, "is like mixing up health and aspirin."23

................

19P.A. Sibbing, "Evaluating School Discipline jn 1952," National. Catholic
Educationnl. Association Bulletin, XLVIII (Feb.,1952), p. 8.

2OS.S. Shermis and Karen Kenny, "Discipline; Platitudes and Possibili-
ties," ylucatio12, LXXXVI (December, 1965), p. 216.

2ivincent A. McClelland, "Discipline in Schools," Month, XXXVII (March,
1967), p. 166.

22Shermis and Kenney, op. cit., p. 218.

23James I. Hymes, "Discipline and Punishment are Not One and the Same,"
Grade Teacher, LXXVI (April, 1959), p. 52.
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Amos and OreN define discipline as having reference "to the process of

achieving mastery of one self and environment,
24

while Dewey thought that

discipline was "a persistent, self-directed pursuit of an intelligently chosen

course of action. ""25

The Eneyclopedia of Educational Research states that it refers "funda-

ment%lly to the principle that each organism learns in some degree to control

itself so as to conform to the forces around it with 'which it has

experience. "26

The Diction:1y of Education describes it as:

1. The process or result of directing or subordinating immediate
wishes, impulses, desires or interests for the sake of an ideal or for
the purpose of gaining more effective, dependable action.

2. Persistent, active, and self-directed pursuit of some selected
course of action, even in the face of obstacles or distractions.

3. Direct authoritative control of pupil behavior through punish-
ments and/or rewards.

L. Negatively, any restraint of impulses, frequently through
distasteful or painful means.27

All of these have a varying degree of relationship. For the purpose of

this paper, however, we shall adopt the one of everyday usage for college

students and beginning and, perhaps, even experiencel teachers. To theml it

.simply means "control of the process of their classrooms."
28

In the

.......
24Amos and Orem Managing; Student Behavior, op. cit., p. 17.

25Shormis'and Kenney, op. cit., p. 218.

26Chester W. Harris (ed.), Encyclopedia of Educational Research (New
York: Macmillan, 1960), P. 382.

27
E.J. Brown and A.T. Phelps, Managing the Classroom (New York: Ronald

Press, 1969), p. 108.

28
L vrence Stenhouse, Discipline in Schools, (Long Island, New York:

Pergamon, 1967), p. VII.
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discussion of current usages, it will be used with this connotation.

Current Problems and Upagen

"A recent New York Aesembly codes committee hearing discussing the use of

force in New York City and State Schools, witnessed the...argumente of a high-

school student who simply 'got fed up' with th© booing and hissing and general

lack of discipline with which the principal and teachers and other students war,

constantly greeted."
29

The voice of another student was heard in the Newsom Report: "There

were so many rules that no one could over remember them, but no actual

discipline as such. No two teachers were alike. They left us in a perpetual

state of unbalance."3°

Many studied of teachers' activities have shovn that much of a

teacher's time is given over to just plain managing a classroom. 'Got

out your pencils,' 'sit down and shut up,' 'buy the school annual,'

'listen to the principal who is about to speak,' 'do this, do that, do.

the other thing,' became the contrapuntal theme to the melody line of

the instructional system. This can reach ridiculous heights; in one
140 minute class the door opened 32 times, with students coming in and
out looking for books, and messengers coming in and out from the office

looking for people.31

In 1954 the Lansing, Michigan State Journal reported a request.from the

Teachers' Federation of Grand Rapids to its"Aoard of Education "for a disci-

plinary code to deal with defiance of authority, fighting, drinking, and the

A.0..Ymmmieleuel......m0PowmonftloW..M.AN..w.010,00

29Frank Esposito, "Spare the Rod?" Clearing House, XXXIV, (October,

l959), p. 95*

"Stenhouse, n e cif. , p. 24.

31John E. Searles, A System for Instruction (Scranton, Penn.: Interna-
tional Textbook Co., 1967)-,-157-91--927-"---------
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carrying of obscene literature or pictures."
32
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V II" UV

Continuing in the extremely problematic vein, Whitman describes a dis-

trict in which "there was vandalism against school property, private property

and pupils' personal possessions; there was theft, forgery, obscenity and

vulgarity; there was nonconformity to school rules, evidenced by disruption of

classes, the throwing of food, the turning on of gas, interference with fire

drills, as well as truancy and cutting of classes."
33

"It used to be that there were 'rough' schools and 'normal' schools; now

there are difficult children in all schools, whether the setting be the slum

or the suburb, and whether the class be kindergarten or high-school senior.'

We are confronted even. with

the perfectly ridiculous spectacle of the teacher being afraid of some

of his pupils, whereas al Ts in the past the situation had ben the

other way around. In some of our 'big city' schools, policemen have

been stationed in the corridors in order to protect the teacher from

his pupils, and the students from Bach other. Education languishes

mhopelessly in such an environs

3

These are the ultimate in disciplinary problems, but lying within their

confines are the myriad issues confronted daily by the teacher.

Perhaps it is as William Vantil says, "Our school discipline problems

32John Manning, "Discipline in the Good 0:16 Days," Phi Delta Kappan,

XLI (December, 1959), p. 95.

33H. Whitman, "New Way in School

6, 1954), P. 60.

34William C. Morse, "The School's
Delta Kappan, XLI (December, 1.959), pp.,....../ **..11

35Rafferty, op. cit., p. 107.

Discipline,

Responsibi
109-113.

" Colliers, CXXIV (August

lity for Discipline," Phi
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grou out of a curriculum which does not make sense to the learner. A class in

which academic content boars no relationship to the needs of the world of the

learner is a brooding place for robot lious disturbances. "36

The blame for the diseipline situation is assigned mny and various

interpretations. The biggest oatch-all, however, seems to be progressive edu

cation.

Progressive education has become a synonym for all that is bed about our
schools. Yet vhnn my own children were young, some thirty or more ye:tro
ago, progressive education was the now dispensation we wore all auppouod
to acclaim with joy. Referring to an outstanding progressive private
elementary school, time and again my friends would say, 'If only I
could have attended such a school.' Today I hear my children's
contemporarieo condemning their own progressive education and preparing
as parent to do their bust to sec that it doesn't happen to my
childrene/f

Max Rafferty, in his own imimitable style, sem

Things have changed o: late in the field of discipline, and more than
somewhat. They started to change at home first, back in the twenties
and thirties. The prime mover in this change vas the now psychology,
which was widely publicized and which caunod parents seriously to doubt
their proper role vis-avis their children for the firat time in the
'recorded history of the human race....Both Mom and Pop wore told
sternly to got out of the way and lot their child express himself
unless they -wanted him to blame his parents in later life for the
traumatic psychosis that wore almost certain to crop up.

Th© result was the emergence of the least-repressed and worst
behaved generation of youngsters this world has ever seen. Junior as
a child played with toys but refUsed to put then away, throw the
spinach on the floor but got the ice aroma anyway, sassed his parents
to their faces and got away with it. As a teen-ager, Junior stole the
old manta whiskey and ,shared it with the gang, drag raood on the county
highway at midnight with the family car, and told both the cop and the

111114001nr#V910141a

36William Vantil, "Better Curriculum - Better Discipline, ft MA Journal,
XLV (Septembur, 1956) ) P. 345.

37James B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs: A Commentary on Schools in Metro-
01.1fimhy.ens Olvw York: P476k 6"677-5-00; IS77567.4
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judge to go to hell when he finally was hauled in. He feared nothing
and roz.peoted nobody because he hnd never been compelled to do either.

The psychologists had boon right in one rervict. Junior certainly had

no repressions. He could have used a few.3°

School administrators have been allotted their share of the blame, too'

''She administration uses activities, pseudo student government, contests,

awards, and assemblies more as disciplinary palliatives than as worthwhile

learnin: experiences. 'Trouble m.akoret are assigned to teachers who can beet'

handle them. Certain subjects, shop; for example, become a dumping place for

discipline problems. 09

Compulsory school attendance can also be noted as part of the problem.

School is a requirement rather than a privilege ;4°

The American may of life is another' scapegoat. ',Americana in general

do not g. w, thzar childr,z,n thu owortai to duvulup thwaelvees parents over-

indulge their children.
41

We tvo been so anxious to give our children what we

didn't have that we've failed to give them *what we did.
2

Judge Eby Conway Kohler finds three Twin differences in the way Americans

and Europeans approach the problem of discipline:

1. Americans are more hoctilo toward adolescents. One result is

38Rafferty, 221.5A., pp. 106-107.

39C1ark Robinson, "Order Thru Controlled Freedoms', Journal of the

National Education Association (Decembers 1954)0 P744:-

40Vredevoa, 22121t., p. 218.

1Joseph A. Owens, Montesori MAW Columbia, XLI (September,

1961), p. 8.

112McClel1and, p. 171.
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that we do not plan for the problems of youth. The American juvenile is

more likely to be out of control and in deep trouble before ho gets any

attention,
2. Americana seem almoot obsasood with prolonging the childhood of

adoleoconts. The European youth has on opportunity to participate in

adult society at an earlier ago and develops a aonso of rouponsibility

and a fooling of his own worth when ho is much youngor.

3 Europone troating juvonilo dolinquoncy do not make a fetish

of aciontific mlthodo. They improvioe; thoy are willing to work with

what is at hand becalm they do not have hugo amounto of moneys They

do what the heart dictates. They are more floxiblo, loss dogmatic and

iT4 appoaro, much more oucoeoeul.43

The size of the American system or education is another complication.

'The dovolopmont of large impersonal academic inatitutiona..4n themselves cro-

ate conditions in which irrooponoible behavior, because it is anonymous, can

corrupt moral development."

The home is a very vital out-of-achool factor which affecto the state

of discipline in the school, aloo.145 The Harris Poll, reported in a recent

Life MM mtaa related tho existing tension between home and school. "Rules,

order and discipline for their own sake, hold far loss appeal for toachors nnd

administrators than for parents. An astonishing 62% of parents felt that

maintaining discipline was a more important function of the schools than

encouraging intellectual inquiry by students.h
6

p. 93.

OrTn--iny Lees Delinquency in Europe," TAD....eltaKaans XLI (Dec., 1959),

"McClelland, 224..51., p. 169.

145Sibbing, p. 16.

46Louis Harris, "The LIFE Poll - What People Think About Their High

Schools," Lifo LXVI (Kay 16, 1969), p. 29.
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Although parents) according to the Harris Poll, favor firm disciplinary

mewluree) the traditional autocratic ways of raising children are no longer

effective and are rapidly making their exits from the family scene. "47 This

compounds the tension for the parents are thus asking the school to do what

they the parents) are not doing.

One basic change which has taken place in education has been an

increase in total concern for the child's behavior now delegated to the

school....We became concerned abcut out-of-school behavior ac well as

in-school life. With this depth of involvement, discipline requires
attention to all phasJs of the pupil's life, including the fundamental

values which underlie behavior. Consequently) the school has been put

in the position of creating the actual standard, sometithea in cooperation

with the home, but many times in loco ppKentis. This indeed represents

an educational rgvolution the Iiigratliiiii-U-Which we have largely

failed to face.4°

The American social scene must also be called into play in describing

the discipline in the schools«

It should always be remembered that delinquent behavior was frequently

the only means open to °erten childrpn to call attention to needs

which society had failed to meet...." The hates engendered in the

heart and mind of the child cannot easily be erased or changed. The

most likely place to develop these is under housing conditions which

permit exploitation) filth, and crime. Sometimes the school is the

first place where the individual comes in contact with those who

represent the ones he blames and hates, although the recipients may be

totally unavare of the reason for such acts and not guilty. Trans-

ference okhate to other students may cause serious disciplinary

problems.'

47Dole M. Baughman and Robert Eberle) "The Open Classroom - Guidelines

for the Creative Teacher)" The Clearinp House, XXXIX (March, 1965)) p. 389.

°Morse) 22121.t., p. 110. °McClelland) op. cit., p. 167.

50Vredevoe) op. cit., p. 221.
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"Few schools ar organized today so that each youth may participate effec-

tively. In the customary classroom, the shy child remains mute, the less

inhibited joins energetically in classroom affairs, the aggressive demands his

share and more of the teacher's time and attention. Individual differences

appear, but too little is done to cope with them. "51

In his tragic-comic description of his first year of teaching in a San

Francisco inner city school, James Herndon relates more explicitly the plight

of the child in the custemary classroom who is

witting in a classroom or at home, pretending to 'study' a badly
written text full of false information, adding up tl;enty sums when
they're all the same and one would do, being bottled up for seven
hours a day in a place where he decides nothing, having his success or
failure depend, a hundred times a dc, on the plan, inventi cn and whim
of someone else, being put in a position where most of his real desires
are not only ignored but actively penalived, undertaking nothing for
its own sake but only for that illusory carrot of the future. Maybe he
can do itlnd maybe ho can't, but either way, it's probably done him
some harm.,4

A

The creative child suffers even more. Ncad says that

the teacher is unprepared to cope with the child who uses his
creativity to defeat her, the child who poser: unanswerable questions
which mill arouse his classmates to raucous laughter. The teacher
thus comes to distrust the upraised hand and the would be questioner....
This child is irritating because he deters us in our smooth way, halts
us, anti us turn in our tracks and search in ways which are new
to us.2)

01.10.1174, 04...41,omimMyem...moVe0.* NyrileMMINkiorM"Vorlywkirfthogen 11.00.11/..14.100.1.04.1,

51Edmund Amidon and Ned Flanders, The role of the Teacher in the Class-
room (Minneapolis, Minn.: Paul S. Amidon,-1-95T;

52Horndon, op. cit., p. 188.

53Ellis Paul Torrance, Rewarding Creative Fehr vior (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 19-6317157174%---"--
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The polarity in beliefs concerning discipline is another stumbling

This country has been the repository of two very different beliefs about

discipline. The Puritan concept of discipline was simple and severe and

rested upon the assumption that children were 'innately depraved', that

is, born with actively 'wicked tendencies. These tendencies were

believed to endanger a p::rson's ()bane° for salvation and needed to be

curbed and reprensed by adults. Such beliefs indicated severe punish-

ment for any Infraction and a curriculum that attempted to inculcate

Puritanical concepts of goodness.
The other orientation toward discipline may be traeed to the

writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau and the practices of Heinrich

Pestalozzi. Both men emphasized the natural, innate goodness of

children and insisted that gentleness, permissiveness, and as little

overt control as possible were essential to the successful education

of children. Friedrich Froebel agreed and in his writings about early

Childhood epeation stressed the importance of kindliness and

persuasion.,4

Most American teachers have incorporated the beliefs of both extremes.

"Unfortunately, (1) American teachers are not aware of this; (2) teachers tone],

unconsciously, to alternate between the two approaches, and (3) the result is

that there is no authoritative body of guiding principles to direct teachers

in matters of d4scipline."55

What do these teachers, progressive, old-fashioned, or mixed, do to

attain the modicum of control they desire in a classroom? There is not one

answer, nor even a single method supported by many authors. A random

selection of methods used currently is detention, denial of privileges,

goor,.110.11.. 4601114.1.1~01041.....

54Shermis and Kenney, op. cit., pp. 316-317.

55Ibid., g. 217.

1.114401111414.11111WWIDAINO11111410 rtreumwarvaPrairsearsouswartonownossimmtniswerc.arsromurr....s.imir
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suspeneion from school,
56

eorporalspunichment,57 sareaem,
58 threats,

59

awards and medals,
60

ridicule, scolding, eriticiam, extra school or homework

ostracism, and finee.
a

Most of therm entail some form of puniehment. Dr. Noel Smith, with

tongue in cheek, says, "Punishment is so widely held to be neocacary as a means

of control and is so frequently applied that if it were affective we would have

a utopian society with little misbehavior. Criminals, juvenile delinquents,

recalcitrant children, and you and I would tow the lino."b2

A revolution in olaseroom discipline, beginning in about 1935, has swept

American schools.
63 From the selected quotation° in this chapter, it is plain

to see that it is serious. That it will become more acute during the next

decade is attested to by L.E. Vredevoe in the conclusions of his recent study:

The problem of school discipline will become more acute in many communi-

ties and schools during the next decade as a moult of the follaving:

%Rafferty, Racit., pp. 110-111.

57Sam Lambert, "What a National Survey of Teachers Reveals About Pupil

Behavior," Journal of the National Education Ascociation, XLV (Sept., 19S6),
p. 3141

p. 81.

58Vantil, 2E1.211., p. 316.

59Redl and Wattenberg, 222a., p. 316.

60Sibbing, 224_211., p. 8.

61B.F.Skinner, "Why Teachers Fail," S.311r52a1aLl212, XLVIII (Oct., 1965),

62Noe1 Smith, "Discipline...How and Mien," Children's House II (Wiilter,

1968), p. 6.

63Aucubel, 22: cit., p. 26.
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1. The necessity for every boy or girl to obtain a high school
diploma in order to obtain any typo of permanent employment in the
future. The holding power of the sehoole will not reflect the desire or
interest of come of the students, but their recognition that they must
have a diploma or certificate of completion of high school. This will
keep in school a large number of those who in the past did not stay and
really do not care to stay now.

20 The expansion of our secondary schools into large institutions
in which students will be adminietered rather than guided by teachers who
really know m understand them because of close association in class or
small homeroom groups. Factors which will have a tendency to increase
the size of secondary schools are the rising cost and availability of
land and also the increase of the population density in certain areas.

3. The confusion about the standards which should be maintained
relative to behavior of adolescents in or out of school.

14. The increasing lack of respect for laws and regulations and
those responsible for enforcing them.

5 The increased unemployment among youth and lack of opportunity
to get an honest togoodness job or work before the age of 18. Closely
associated to this is the waste of human resources by keeping youth from
the labor market or opportunity to get part time or real work experience.

6. The increased need for things and opportunities and loss of a
chance to earn money to pay for them.

7. The discontent, bitterness, and resentment on the part of those
who recognize that their chances will be more and more limited because
of the domande for better trained and qualified employees.

8. The great pressures upon getting a college education and feel-
ing a failure or being a second class citizen if you don't. We are
failing to recognize that education is more than college degrees and
units of credit.

9. The increasing attitude of teachers that status depends upon
whom you teach, what you teach, and whore you teach. Students who need
certain classes and experiences are not electing thorn because of their
status in the eyes of parents, administrators, and teachers. Too many of
us think that such classes are just what is needed for somebody else or
their neighbor's children, but beneath the dignity of ours.

10. The automobile, which gives a wide range for youth to roam and
a private room on 'wheels. Many of the incidents associated with some
schools have not been instigated by their students or students of any
school, but rather by a roving, roaming, and careless type of youth°. The

automobile is here to stay, and the problems associated with school
discipline because of it will increase, not diminish.

U. The failure of some teachers and schools to make the work
challenging or meaningful.

12. The stimulation of students by individuals and groups to defy
authority and to associate their lack of ability and status with a

NIMIIIP101141110.01,11ftwm,
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hate 1Tagory which usually includes those who seem to have what they
want.°4

It is into this "muddle" that we bring the principles of Maria Montes-

sori. She lived and marked in the first half of the century when the tempo of

the times was accelerating but had certainly not reached the present velocity.

4L appears, though, that her principles arc applicable because "human nature

remains fairly constant and if the pluses avd minuses aro balanced, today's

youngsters are about the same as those of the last hundred years or more."
65

An A l.cation of the Montesaoni Theo of Inner Disci line

The amount of available empirical data to support the application of the

Montessori Theories to the contemporary classroom is meagre. This is because

it is "highly questionable. to chat extent valid objective data are obtainable

and even relevant in matters of discipline.66 It is almost impossible to

describe and explain the outside forces that contribute to misbehavior)
67

and,

also) any empirical teat...would have to be oonducted over such an extended

period of time that its conclusions could tend to be render ©d obsolete by

intervening changes in significant social conditions."
68

Empirical data is used, when it is available, to substantiate the fol-

lowing applications. The literature concerning discipline, being predominantly

ayredevoe, op. cit., pp. 215-2i6.

66Ausubel, 21211.) p. 27.

67Gnagey, Controlling Classroom Misbehavior, oalit., p. 4.

"Ausubol, mt_Elte, p. 27.

65sibbing, op. cit.) p. 16
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descriptive and theoretical,
69.

is used in addition to and in place of empirical

data in many cases.

Mary Blackburn, as early as 1921, expressed the feasibility of the

Montessori Theories having applications outside the confines of the Children's

Houses in which they were first practiced. "Is it necessary that they should

all do exactly the same as she has done? Is it not conceivable that the great

Montessori principles...may have to fulfil themselves in many ways?"7°

It is with this thought that we proceed to an application of the great

Montessori principles to the classroom of today.

The child is a men deserving of the deepest 1:22E.

"Proper discipline is based on giving each child the same consideration

ue would give to an adult."
71

It is nothing short of disastrous for the war

between the generations to penetrate into the classroom.72 "Society, whether

it be of the classroom or the larger community, must respect the uniqueness of

its individual members," 73 whether these members be its very youngest or its

eldest.

The teacher, to adequately display this respect, must be both warm and

W.* .......a.0,
69

Louis Harris, op. cit., p. 382.
70Blackburn, op. cit., p. 10.

71Victoria Wagner, "Self-discipline is the Best
XLVIII (October, 1959), p. 42.

.

72Eon Dinkmeyer, alcouraging Children to Learn
Jersey : Prentice-Hall,-1-9/r5),

73Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions and Direc-
tions," op. cit., p. 5.

Discipline," NEA. Journal,

(Englewood Cliffs, Nem

IMICIMOWIMMYBOCViii4te122*Ir-"IfilaVaCCTIVIIIMAIr. ILVIdtACIUMOMMLY,...A.Z.
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1114.117144

dignified.74 Genuine courteby in human relationships is also a very positive

way of assuming the inherent right of children to receive the consideration to

which they are entitled.
75

When a child is accorded this type of treatment he

takes pride in his on growth as those who accord him this treatment take

76
pride in it, destroying exaggerated emphasis on status differences. 77 "TY

average child is not born a cripple, or a souless automaton, but has full

potentialities to love life."78 This is notwithstanding race, color, creed,

or class.

In respecting the child the teacher should, lastly, recognizing the

"fact that each child is unique, be glad, to have the daily opportunity of

enjoying the expression and development of this uniqueness."79 In so doing she

would be lessening the pressures of conforming as much as possible.

Earl C. Kelly says that the schools must give up the idea that they can

produce stereotypes. "It is as though they vould rtpel uniqueness, which

11111111=111..001.111011411.4.0.1.010.0.0M.K.onnel.m.....0.1.10..........

74Baughman and Eberle, op. cit., p. 390. 75Ausubel,:op. cit., p. 26.

76Kenneth Brill and Ruth Thomas, Children in Homes (London: Victor

Gallancz, 1965), p. 93.

77Ausubel, op. cit., p. 28.

78A. S. Neill, Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child Rearing (Neu
York: Hart Publishing Co., XII.

79Ellis Paul Torrance, Rewarding Creative Behavior (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 17677-17657i). 727
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nature has gone to so much trouble to establish. 1180

Application of this first principle of the Montessori Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the folluwing criteria:

1. The teacher should accord the child as well as the adult genuine

courtesy and consideration.

2. The teacher should protect the uniqueness of the child by limiting

the pressures of conforming as 'much as possible.

3. The teacher should relate to the children in a 'arm and dignified

manner.

The child has 'within himself a22212h1212governs his inner life and which

forces his own expansion.

"The child's original nature, if not interfered 'with, will find its own

way to worthy maturity. The child...contains within itself irrepressible

tendencies to expand, to develop, to master its environment, to enter into

relationships with its fellows. These inner factions of growth are essential

factors in education. "81

These inner factions which are so essential can be destroyed in a system

that confines the human spirit, that breeds robots.
82

"Each child needs to have a respected place in the group; he needs to

IIMINII.ONAMIIMAIWOMIVYJILIWDINIDNOWAMIma...11111

80
Frederick M. Raubinger and Harold G. Rome, The Individual and Educa-

tion; Some Contemporary Issues (Nevi York: Macmillan:7M,

81Edward Reisner, The Evolution of the Common School (Neu York: Mac-
millan Co., 1930), P.

82wagner, op. cit., p. 43.
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have time for making choices', time for being on his own, time for accepting re-

sponsibility, time for carrying out plans, time for come-day dreaming." He

alr,o mods pace in the day for planning, space for working, space for moving

about...and space in the hearts of those to thorn he looks for love and under-

aandings"
83

"There aro too many influences bombarding children today which they

can't eecape - violence and pertuacion on TV right in their living room, the

pressures of conpotition throughout society - and they've no retreat in which

they can just be children. There are no closets to hide in in a small apart-

ment and grandmothers usually live too far awa. The schools have to become a

haven in which children can be children, "84 havens in which they can experience

what it is to know themselves.
85

"It is a sign of emerging independence when a child learns how to be

happy when alone."86 In this aloneness he needs support, stimulation and

ennuragement, rather than control:: and specifications,
87 assuming an

independent responsibility as his growing pavers permit it.
88

He gradually

83Edna Harrell Lawson, 'and to Self-Discipline," NFA Journal, XLV
(January, 1956), p. 14.

8bBarbara Villet, "The Children Want Classrooms Alive with Chaos," Life
LXVI (April 11, 1969), p. 56.

85Herb Snitzer, Su mmerhill - A Loving World (New York: The Nacmillan
Co., 1964), p. 1.

86Katherine Berle Stains, "Through Independence to Discipline," Grade
Teacher, LXXVI (April, 1959), p. 91.

87Baughman and Eberle, op. cit., p. 389.

88Robert F. Peck, "The Forgott ©n Purpose of Discipline," Grade Teacher
LXXVI (April, 1959), p 99.
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rvalizos that the primary purpose of his presence in school is to develop his

tvlente to their fullest capiwity, with the rnr :ponsihi li ty for doirg this

pl:tevd immeeiately upon him."
89

Historically, the possibility of the child accepting thir mach respon-

sibility hes been made an improbability by "cerudiNent to traditional

authorities and restraints. "9° It is, however, still a distinct possibility.

Application of the second principle of the Nontessori Theory of Inner

Dificipline, then, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher must provide time and space for alonenerso so that the

child can experience what it is to know himself.

2. The teacher must provide support, stimulation and encouragement to

the resulting independence.

Nature importes on the child the task of ovine u and his will leads hire to

mttnnactuJaSfyalaanEAuamE

"The road of life is impulse; and its release in the proper amounts,

at the proper time and place, and in culturally approved forms"91 is a primary

concern of education. That the capacity to restrain this impulse matures from

89B. Frank Brown, "The Non-Graded School," Children's Hous II (Fall,
1967), p. 13.

94Kenneth Benne, Education in the Cuest for Identity and Community
(Columbus: College of WilaTiF:MIIUTFIEWiTiT,i, Mrpo

91Jules Henry, "The Problem of Spontaneity, Initiative and Creativity
in Suburban Classrocma," Americen Journal of Ortho s chiatry, XXIX (April,
1959), p. 266.
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birth on is one of the moet striking factors about human development.92 The

tractures ensuring this restraint, develops within the human personality. They

"row out of the child's need to protect himeelf. He learns very early that he

will hurt himtelf if ho acts purely on impalse."93

Confusion rainy, however, in the differentiation betueon impulve and

the compelling force within the child "seeking to repeat the satisfactory

experience of coming to know one's self." It is John Goodled who decries the

pressures to please and pressures to cover that destroy this compelling

force.%

For many children the appetite for learning is destroyed in this atmoa-

phore" in which what is considered a disturbing impulse may actually be a

very healthy action. It is, perhaps, we *who arc the once who need to change

our standards, our expectations....96 We organize formal systems of education

and, in doing so, quite often spoil the original, intuitive, spontaneous,

iNaginattve things which the youngsters have in them."97

2
Brill and Thoms, p.

914Raubinger and Rowe, oel_ecit., p. 184* p* 201

96James L. Hymee, "Something is Wrong Some Place," NEA Journal, XLV
(Stsptember, 19S6), p. 31411,

97Raubinger, 221.411.,, p. 5.
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The climate which ehwld be fostered is one which the inner-directed

p:rron "takes his signals from within himself. He is cotipetim with himself,

mid not with others, so that stanearde are actually relative to the individual.

Critical thinking is fostered because the process is ineuctivc. It le a

search. "98

In each a climate the inner-directed, creative erne self-mtivatee child

is developed. In such a situation it is not only the teacher vhc knowt what is

to be done and why.99 In such a setting the child facie a seneL; of

rerponsibility in what to him is a very significant situation:MI

Application of the third principle of the Monteeeori Thecry of Inner

Discipline, than, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher should differentiate between itpulse, which is

controlled as the child matures, and the compelling force within the child to

know himself and that which is outside himself.

3. The teacher should foster a climate in which the chile, competing

with himself, knows what is to be done and why) vhile feeling a sense of

rorponsibility in what is to him a very significant situation.

"101...mosonmporw

°Mario Fantani, "Opens vs. Closed Classroom," Clearinv Hones, XXXVII
(October, 1962), p. 69.

99Anne Hoppock and Daisy Eortz, "Operating a Free but Disciplined Class-
room," NEA Journ9, LI (October, 1962), p. 21.

100Chester Harris, 21L cit. p. 383.
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The teacher is an obterver of chillren for :horn she must have ect

an0 love.

"Many teachers find threatening anything other than an authority rela-

tionship with a child. Some cannot tolerate an individual relatlonrhip with a

child. The relationship must be kept on a safe, group basin. "101

This is a devastating situation for actually the only starting; point

from which progress can be made "is an awareness on the port of the teacher of

the existing feelings, tactic, judgments and attitudes"102 of each of his

pupils, as vela as of their social background and its offects.1°3 The teacher

must also overcome the tendency to "overlook the problem of the withdrawn

child in favor of the child who forces himself upon the teacher because of the

disciplinary problems he creatcr."7011

Relative to this, "quite a few people fear that too much understanding

of children will mike them weak, incapable of maintaining discipline. It is

true that when ve understand children, it is hard to maintain previously blind

harshness. However, the knowledge may help us act more wisely, and need not

lead to indecision. "14S

In an effort to help realize this understanding, a teacher is reported

to have conducted child-teacher conferences before every parent-teacher

101Torrance, p. 42. 102Stenhouse, p. 11.

10Ibidt, p. 131.

104Ewing Lakin Phillips, Disci line Achievement and Mental Health: A

Teacherts Guide to Vholesome AcA2n ElinWirniffirfraoriTZ57-PRigne-
raT171-96077157.97-----

10.5fledl and Wattenberg, 22221.t. p. 39.
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conforence.16 This awareness, eh-J discovered, prevented stereotyping

youngsters as belligerent, uncontrollable or "extremely difficult".107

Since all behavior is ()amid, the teacher should not be angered by a

child who misbehaves but should rather try to find the causes back of the be-

havior. No muet help the child understand himself, bring his inner feelings

out into the light and lead him into ways of handling those feelings.11108 The

child's image of himself is reflected in his behavior."9 The teacher should

ideally represent a force for fosteeing a positive and realistic self-concept

among his etudents.110 She should do this with an almost quiet omniscience:Ill

So much so, that forty children in a class is better than thirty or twenty be

cause it prevents the child from becoming too conscious of the teacher's

presence.112

Teachers generally do not understand the power of their evaluative be-

havior over their pupils.113 A very sympathetic, understanding is necessary so

that the children know she is their friend nand will never withdraw her

1°6Hoppock and Bortz, c11., p. 22.

107Joe1 Marcus, Martha Richardson, Jenny Gray, nDiseipline Probl ma
NEA Journal, LVI (December, 1967), p. 60.

1°Laweon, 221.2111, p. 25.

109Amos and Orem, Managing Student Behavior, .92, cit., p. 25.

11°Ibido # r n o --28 o 111Villet, off., p. 56.

112Montessori and Claremont, RELAI., p. 422.

113Torrance, p. 19.
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efcction, even though she may not approve of EOM of their behavior H114 The

problem with children is minimal "Vim me treat them ht. "115

Treating them right means recognizing their individual differences.

"Since self-control is learned and all pupils have rot had the same learning

experiences) some students will have developed less skill in self-direction the!

others. It is just as important to recognize and care for individual

differences in this learning as it is in arithmltic or English. "116

The teacher needs to gather information about each child, his physical

needs, "particularly his enemy output and tendency to fatigue." Provisions

and activities must than be planned to meet his needs.117

Aristotle said, "It is deep rooted that ile can teach only those we

lovo."118 When this is lacking it is very often because the teacher displays

in place of love, "lack of interest, antagonism) weakness, some miscarriage of

justice, favoritism, or a big-pal attitude. 119

The observer teacher is marked by gentlenoss. "Gentleness attracts,

violence repels; gentleness loads, violence drives. Gentleness is as charming

114Lawson, 221.211., p. 13.

116Fobinson, op cit., p. 544.

117S.K. Richardson, "Discipline from Within," prade Teacher, LXXVI
(April) 1959), p. 90,

118
Sister Device, "Psychological Principles of Discipline," Catholic.

School Journ al, II (September, 1951)) p4 245.

119Sibbing, 221A-1,, P. 14.

115
Darrach, 22. p. 61.

seprow,
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ane soft as the kiss of a zephyr, violence is as terrible as the storm....To

this must be united firmness. Firmness is as essential as gentleness. So

these tuo virtues acting in harmony should result in such culture as would be

felt for generations to come. 0120

Application of the fourth principle of the Montessori Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the folloving criteria:

1. The teacher should make a studied efPort to come to en awareness of

the feelings, tastes: attitLdes and social background of each child.

2. The teacher should quietly observe individual differences seeking

constantly to provide ways in which each unique child can improve his self-

concept.

3. The teacher's role as observer should be marked by gentleness and

firmness.

The teacher does not i art what is hers but rather develo that which is

within the child.

tlahat a dangerous activity...teaching is. All this plastering on of

foreign stuff. Why plaster on at all when there's so mach inside already? So

much locked in. 0121

1001.00.411011

120,r.H. Rivers, Moral Trainingln Framullysz.12; (1877), pp. 181-182.

121
Sylvia Ashton-Warner, Teacher New York: Simon and Schuster, 1963),
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In the spring of 1962 Lounebury and Marani sampled the experiences of

102 eighth graders in 98 schools in 26 states. An overwhelming conclusion was

that "teachers seem to be ttellingt information to the students rather than

helping them find it theselves.122

As a solution to this problem, Postman and Weingartnor, perhaps face-

t ouLly, offer two suggestions:

"1. Limit each teacher to three declarative sentences per class, and

fifteen interrogatives.

2. Prohibit teachers from asking any questions they already know the

answer to, "123

Students must be given the opportunity to develop the skill of individual

study .124 In this regard, interesting materials of a self-correcting nature

give the student immcdiate feedback regarding his performance and free the

teacher to work with individual problems.
125

The teacher is not the source of "truth". It happens that as long as the

student complies with the values and standards the teacher has imposed, "he

ill gain status and recognition and thereby succeed. The ironic aspect here

4.4011110111.1411.1401....

122
Baughman and Eberle, 2E121t., p. 388.

121/2011 Postman and Charles Weingartner, Teaching as a Subversive Ac-
ivitx (New York: Delacorte Press, 1969), p.

124J. Lloyd Trump and Dors©y Baynham, Focus on Change: Guide to Better
chools (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1961), p.

l2SAmos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and Direc-
ions," 2.21_21L.., p. 6.
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is that we are making conformists of bright students....Some will rebel against

the system These become toutsidorst and usually fail.H126

The teacher should rather be the director of learning activities. The

tools of learning should be in view and their function and use known to all.

She should be "more a helper than a yelper; more a diagnostician than a critic;

more a praiser than an appraiser; more a coach than a referee; and more a

supporter than an examiner. "127

Force, threat, and pmssure as commonly used teaching tools become

obsolete and the teacher must psychologically see herself in a "helping role 11

Her success in this role depends greatly on the degree to which "she feels

secure in her own life and therefore does not perceive pupil creativity and

achievement as a threat to her authority or to her ego. "129

As the children begin to produce, they can bo easily discouraged if the

teacher immediately begins to impose her on standards.130 A child has such

natural endowments that it is really only necessary to bring him into contact

with the world he is to learn about in order for him to begin the learning

process. "A child sees things and talks about them accurately afterward. Ho

4A.,100001.1.0.0,06..11110.1.11....641..M.11....4101.0.0.. ,0100.1..41weeMftwol...~0

3

126Fantani, op. cit., p. 68.

127
.Baughman and Eberle, op. cit., pp. 390-391. 128Ibido, p. 389.

129David A. Goslin, The School in1Contevaporary Society (Chicago: Scott,

Foreman and Co., 1965), p7977*------

130Hoppock and Bortz, op. cit., p. 21.

7* woreamica
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listens to news and gossip and passes it along. Ho recounts in great detail

the pelt of a movie he has seen or a book he has read. He seems to have a

'natural curtosity,' a 'love of knowledge,' and an 'inherent wish to learn.'"13

The normal ineividuall therefore, given an appropriate environment, is

capable of much self-teaching or "auto-education".132 He should not merely be

exposed to the "spongelike soaking up and squeezing out of colltent"133

presented in an authoritarian manner by a teacher.

Application of the fifth principle of the Montessori Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher should not pose as the source of truth but should rather,

as a director of learning activities, assule a helping role.

2. The teacher should not impose her of standards but should rather

respect and develop the child's natural curiosity, love of knowledge and
4

inherent wish to learn.

The teacher must exercise restraint, so much so, that when the child has begun..........**........1.0....... ~w .* *w mew * *4.

to concentrate she does not interrupt him, and in fact, treats him as if he........ *.

does not exist.

"Students need opportunities to develop the inquiring mind. Today's

instruction may even have the opposite effect. The pupil works his way through

a school assignment, shuts the book, and moves on in the ordered regularity of

....IMUOIDMAVOIMI

131Skinner, op. cit., p. 99.

132Amos and Orem, Managing Student Eehavior, op. cit., p. 22.

133Baughman and Eberle, op. cit., p. 389.

111111411V2M-1~SOVIIMPaNat 2111144W14111MCW IN? TX1C0.41101=01r111MNIIICL=SOCW141,1011011MACI11.742XVIRMIIPPNIPIIMIGICIIMISSICIDENNIC.r.MICIIIATIMFIZtarl:A.
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his schedule. Any lingering words, any curiosity, is buried under the

necessity to turn to other work. f134

The teacher should protect the child from unwarranted intrusion upon the

process and products of his learning.135 For the traditional teacher, this

does not provide much satisfaction. This teacher feels more rewarded in having

covered a given body of subject matter and in testing the student to see what

he has learned.
136 This highly authoritarian relationship between teacher and

pupil is detrimental to stuuent activity.137

The best kind of discipline is achieved when children are deeply ab-

sorbed in their work. In a sense, the task imposes the discipline. Children

act up when they are bored; stay busy when they see sense in what they are

doing.138 They come into direct contact with content and are thus freed from

immobilization for long teacher lectures.139 Although they sometimes

participate in group lessons and projects, they become capable of spending much

of their time working alone, each at his on pace, each competing with himself.

The right of the learner to the privacy needed for concentration and task

completion is what the teacher must acknowledge and respect.140

134
Trump and Dorsey, op. cit., p. 5.

135Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and D1rec-
tions,"2221t., p. 6.

1361?antani, op. cit., p. 71. 137Goslin, op. cit., p.

138
Hoppock and Bortz, op. cit., p. 21.

139Amos and Orem, Managing Student Behavior, op. cit., p. 20.

14°Ibid., p. 18.
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Application of the sixth principle of the Monteasori Theory of Inner

Divoipline, then, would be baeod on the following criterion:

The teacher should protect the child from unwarranted intmaion upon the

procosa and products of his learning rather than cover a test or a given body

of subject matter.

Obedience is on instinct which must be cultivated throutauentla.kpin.n?

of the will.

The short-term aim is to control children so that they do not
interfere with our efforts to make them behave as we want, right hero
and now. While justifications for this endeavor can be rationalized in
all aorta of ways . and are everyday - by ue all-too-human adulto there
is a grave and obvious flaw at the very heart of this if it is allowed
to be the chief elomant in our handling of children. It makes the
child will a disruptive and unwanted element if it departs in any
particular from the adult's will. Only a uhort extension of this roacon-
ing is required to make the child's will a thing to be either stamped
out of existence or broken to acquiescence in every rule and ovary act
the adult wishes to enforce.

The more intense the struggle !a made between the adult and the
dhild, the more it produces a child who, in learning from the powerful
example of the adult, will strive to override the will of others and
autocraoratically impose...his ovary selfish whim and personal desire.
In fact the child will increaee his rosietance to the adult's will in
direct proportion to the degree of effp* the adult is exerting to
replace the child's will with his own. "4

The adult is the older, stronger being, however, and sometimes he is

able to overcome the child, sometimes ho is able to force him into coulpliance.

Consequently, these children gram to adulthood arc the ftsheop-like compliers

who made possible the rise of Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin, despite the small

minority of active supporters those pelf-appointed autocrats boasted at

firot."142

141peok,
°a.. ii:., A. 57. 1421bid., p. 96.
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instead cif 'ending unquestioning acquiescence the school should help

the children adjust to the structures of formal rules and regulations, but it

is healthful, in doing this, to retain some of the "characteristics of the in-

formal family group in which considerable deviance ie uaually allowed 11:3

A very elementary method of will training is to teach the child to carry

through to completion. "A child starting with 'simple' tasks should learn to

finish what he has begun."144

Adults have no inherent right to the obedience of children.114
5 They

should repress only the behavior which imperila the poraonality of the young-

ster, rather than that which is simply annoying to the echoo1.6

In training the will the teacher must remember that

education is not primarily concerned with the production of knowledge
containers, nor skill manipulations, but with the making of men and women
who know how to live abundantly, whose behavior is not random, (laetrile-
tive, driven by changing appetites, but purposeful, constructive and
freolzrignd responsibly chosen according to values which are personally
held. ((

Application of the seventh principle of the Montessori Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher should not consider the child's will to be a disruptive

and unwanted element to be stamped out of existence or broken to unquestioning

1430oslin, p. 72.

1114Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and Direc-
tions," 221.21t., p. 7.

1140111, p. 156. 146Redl and Wattenberg, 221.11111 p.10;

147MoClelland, .224.211., p. 168.
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acqutercence, but rather as a pocitive force which should genii) be trained to

adjust to the atructuret or forral rules and re ulations.

2. The teacher done not hove an inherent riiht to the childte obedience

nd should therefore ark for it only in relation to action which imperil the

voutzeter, or the group.

3. The teacher Should recall that cUucation is not eo much concerned

with the acquisition of knowledge and skills, but rather with the making of men

and women who know how to live abundantly, whose behavior is not random,

destructive or driven by changing appetites.

The teacher rust spare the envirormont in which concentration can be begun

carried out and in which IlawgilLaIlLaumtiv trained.

4. good learning environment is the basis of good order. "1h8

The creation of such an environment "involves a great deal of guidpnce

as is indicated by the following characteristics identified by Ferobee:

1. Biilding an atmosphere of receptive listening.
2. Pelieving the fears of the timid and the overtaught.
3. Fending off negative criticism.

he Making children aware of what is good.
5. Stirring the Eluggish and deepening the shallow.
6. Making sure that every sincere effort, however, poorly executed,

brings enough satisfaction to the child to enable him to vent to try
again.

7. Heightening sensory awareness.
8. Keeping alive zest in creative activity.

9. Being wise pnough to halt the activity temporarily when creativity
runs thin,349

148Robineon, p. 545.

149Torrance, p. 21.

4,,,,,11011.11.4
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Built into all of these recommendations are a certain set of limits)

depending on the age of the Child. As the child become old enough to predict

the outcome of his behavior he assumes a greater responsibility in relation to

it.15°

The notion of limits is related to that of consistency. ',No student

should be in doubt for even a brief time as to what he is to do.151 What is

essential is thatma clearly recognisable standard be maintained.
152

This ie

what diettnguishes a pomerf41 learning environment from one that io only

moderate or ineffectual in its consequencee for the atu6lonte*h/53

The environment bearing the above charaoterietics root contain materials

to give direction to the child's learning. The children cannot do this by

themselves. If they could) schools would not ba necessary. "'The environment

must be a 'prepared' .one, scientifically designed to eahance the learners' ful-

lest phi/deal) emotional) intellectual, social) and spiritual development.

Such an environment must feature the challenges of a wide variety of tasks to

engag:4 each learners' attention and interest."155

15°Wagner) 211, cit.) p. 42.

151Amos and Orem) Managing Student Behavior, 124.5.A.) p. 42.

152Robinson) 242a.) p. 91.

153Benjamin Bloom) Stabilit and Chan e in Human Characteristics Neu

York, John Wiley, and Son'", T9 , p.

1541ThilliP°, 2:24ELt*, p. 40

155Amoe and Orem)._.AM:snarRLEadiaUetylor) !moat, p. 19.

9
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The environment, too, must have built into it opportunities for making

awl correcting mistakoe.

Since exploration necessarily involves trial, practice, seeking,
striving) and pushing into no end unknovn areas, it is bound to result
in frequent error. Therefore a learning situation 'which regards mistekes
as affronts against Ood end man is hardly likely to encourage the
exploration of meaning. Personal meaning can cnly be discovered in
settings wherein one has the opportunity, ineced oven the night, to make
mistakes. An educational setting which cannot tolerate or permit
mistakes imposes severe limits the freedom with which students can
explore their awn perception.1,°

"Discovery is maximal possible within an environment that values the

individual, and within curricular experiences that provide for uniqueness of

response, and for exploration and discovery."157

For the children to do this creating and discovering, the environment

must be an ordered one. "Order brings freedom to create. To the degree an en-

vironment is chaotic, to that degree it is a negatively controlling one.158

What the child should receive above all is calm. Agitation dissipates and

fatigucs,159 If there is not enough redundancy and regularity, as a basis upon

which the individual can learn to make effective decisions, then the environ-

ment controls the individual and limits his functioning. 160,..
156Ronald C. Doll (ed.), Individualizing Instruction, ASOD Yearbook

(Washington, D.0,: ASCD, 196)4);F:TO7-----

157Ibid., p. 97.

158Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and Direc-
tions," sa &Fit., pp. 5-46.

159Helene Lubienska, "The Child, His Body and His Soul," Jubilee, V
(June, 1957), p. 37.

16°Amos and Oren, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and Direc-
tions," op. nit., p. S.

wrop. vootaramooloweerleyroomorm-o-- imparturAtnionamyrw.vorno-rrat 14111.1111,11110* Mitifx,r'S
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R. Puckminster very correctly said, "I made up my mind.... that T would

never try to reform man, thatts too difficult. What x would do ways to try to

modify the environment in such a way as to get man moving in preferred direc-

tions. Itts like the principle of a shipts rudder. n161

For the varying age, the modifications of the environment differ. For

young children a very fine possibility follows:

On the first day, she had many things around the room to tempt them to
explore and think. Next to the aquarium and terrarium the children found
books on how to start such projects. A book on animals of the seashore
was placed near a cluster of sea shells. Miniaturo animals and birds,
a littla squirrel and its babies, a tiny set, gull, invited handling.
Hobby books of various kinds were grouped on a rack with books on how to
do such things as science experiments witgut bought equipment. Easels
and a typewrIter were available for ure.L"

"Within an age range of three years them is no need to grade children

by ability. The backward and the brilliant work happily side by side. Not

1.Q.18 but differences of interest separate the groups, for, given freedom,

the natural grcuping of. mixed capacities is far more healthy than the

segregated one.0163

Last bat not least, within this environment, the children need time.

"Most of all they need time to wonder why and to seek answers in their complex

world. "1611

WOMP.0.01/1.10.0, 0.1100.11.110.11N

161R.C. Orem, "Fuller, Montessori and the Child," National Catholic Kin-
Jergarten Review, XVII (December, 1967), p. 8.

162
Hoppock and Eortz, 2212j.t., p. 21.

163,Montessori and Claremont, op. cit., p. 422.ISM/ H
164Raubinger and Rowe, op. cit., p. IV.
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Rudolph Dreikus claims that there is little precedent in our traditional

putt for the type of environment described in these pages.165

"In 1963, Baughman and Eberle visited nearly a hundred classrooms in

thirty quality junior high schools in nine stater. With a fel4 exceptions the

learning climates were deductive, content-bound, teacher dominated and routi

nized."
166 In such an environment a parson soon learns it is better not to ex-

press his most precious ideas.
167

To prevent this, the application of the eighth principle of the Mon-

tessori Theory of Inner Discipline, then, would be based on the following

criteria;

1. The teacher should provide a prepared environment desicned to enhance

the learners! fullest development, featuring a vide variety of tasks to engage

the learner's attention and interest.

2. The environment should be characterized by a certain set of limits

and by consistency.

3. The environment should not only tolerate but should provide the op-

portunity for the child to make mistakes.

4. The environment should provide calmness for the child, for agitation

dissipates and fatigues him, robbing him of the time he needs to wonder why and

seek answers.

165Baughman and Eberle, op. cit., p. 390.

1661bid. p. 388. 167Torrance, op. cit., p. 16.
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S. The environment should provide for children of at least a throe-year

ago span to work side by side, permitting natural grouping of mixed capacities.

pluallIelam.9217x2Lummaimm1921.211TmaLks&m#
"The true essence of liberty, which is indispensable to man, is the

liberty to move and think at one's own individual pace. "168 Boys and girls,

men and women do not have to be taught this.169 It is human instinot.

"It is very easy for a skillful and devoted teacher to gain the whole

world, in terms of effective learning, affection and exemplary behavior from

his pupils, and yet to lose his own soul and to threaten theirs by failing to

allow them the intellectual and emotional freedom to develop ihaeptidenco and

responsibility. "170

When discipline is defined as the imposition of order by authorities,

it involves interference with personal liberty and as such it always stands in

need of. justification.171 When it is defined and is that which is not'

primarily imposed from without but which develops from ?within each child as a

result of careful nurturing it is justifiablo.172

When architect Walter Hill asked students aged, five to twelve, that

they thought would make a good school, their answers included, "Make it so ve

can walk around because we were born free)" and "put a sign on everything that

OPIMMOliees.WWPOWOOmpser4.~IMAIIftemo0.04.0~0ewl.sroM.N.WW0.111.0101,001..."1.0.....14.

168Lubionskal p. 39.

170stenhouse, oacit., p. 38.

172Wagner; 224.21t., p. h2.

169Banne, 2a911.1" p. 2.

171Ibid., p. 163.
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says Please Tolch "173

This becomes increasingly true in the up;er grades, junior high school,

and high school. "It is here that the growing need for freedom leads the

student to seriously challenge the imposed controls which deny him the degree

of freedom he demands. "1711

It has to be the kind of discipline that works when no one is looking.175

Father Vincent McNabb once wrote that the most successful government is that

which leads its subjects to the highest aim by means of the greatest

freedom."176

A. S. Neill points out that a grave problem lies in the distinction be-

tween freedom and license. In some cases the children have no rights, in other

cases they have all the rights. He advocates that they have equal rights.177

Research studies show that the effects of extremn permissiveness are

just as unmholsome as those of authoritarianism.178 A study, supported by the

Cooperative Research Program of the Office of Education, of 4,571 men, women

and children between the ages of 13 and 65, concludes that the price of

permissiveness is high. "If the adult is a teacher, she risks incurring the

child's antipathy. "179

IMAJP1.1.11.......0 .....sonmeleser................1,10.0...111110.1011.1.11114.0....04.1.***MI000..."11.WOYMOwee00.0..,Mt

p. 8.

173Villet, 22.1.21t., p. 50. 174Robinson, op. cit., p. 5)44.

175Chester Harris, op cit.., p. 383. 176McClelland, p. 166.

177A.S. Neill, Freedom not License (New York: Hart Publishing Co., 1966)

178
Ausubel, op. cit., p. 30.

179Benjamin lerig,ht and Shirley Tuska, "The Price of Permissiveness,"

The Elemeat...ameiool Journal, LXV (January, 1965), p. 182.

MINIVIP7611.1111111011NIIIIIIIMOLPIr
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When a child spends much of his time in non-productive pursuits, freedom

in the classroom has probably gone too faro
180 Freedom, over-extended, becomes

license. License is interfering with anotherts freedom.181 A person who

understands freedom should have the ability to think of other people.
182

Granted the meet for not aver-extending freedom, a basic principle of

self-determination should stin replace authoritarianism. The child should be

taught without the use of force by appealing to his curiosity and spontaneous

needs, thus getting him interested in the world around him.183 The more inter-

ested he becomes the more competent he becomes. "Freedom is earned by compe-

tence and competence is attained through discipline0"
184

Freedom and discipline are not may compatible, but are also insepaipable

and to operate effectively must be espoused by the entire faculty0

Where the head teacher approves and encourages, where a similar

atmosphere has been experienced by the children up through the school

and where the rooms on either side are engaged in similar activities

is one thing. It is a very different proposition to achieve a similar

atmosphere against even silent opposition from the head teacher, the

ridicule of °nets more experienced collee.gues and in a school where

neither free movement nor free Reech has been the pattern to which the

children have been accustomed.1°)

Application of the ninth principle of the Montessori. Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the following criteria:

180phin.lies opo cite, po 43.

181Neill, Freedom not license, op. cito, p0 7. 182I bid., p. 8.

183Neill, Summerhill: A Radical Approach to Child Roaring, op. p.1)

18 )4Robinson, op. cit., p. 930

.7214303110121M=111111:1CMIMPINCIAMICC=WIM=Y1111:11.117 7.t. VIr,1X121;107. 011CaNtZ14.111,0V11:11111 4110".11:AVVIMA.111143111n71112111431/ r`l
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1. The teacher must give the child the intellectual and emotional free-

dom necessary to develop independence and responsibility.

2. The teacher should realize that as the child grove older, a groling

need for freedom leads him to seriously challenge imposed controls which deny

the degree of freedom he demands.

3. The teacher should recognize that freedom is aver-extended when the

child spends much of his time in non-productive pursuits, or when ho interferes

with anotherts freedom.

4. The entire faculty must espouse the principle that freedom and dis-

cipline are inseparable, in order for it to be appl.-i ©d effectively.

Disci line is brour,ht about through an inner force develasIllyie 02119.2y_

myaLEERRRIEtcwest in and concentration on an external obiect.

Discipline is "largely an individual process arising out of a learnerts

absorption in discovery and self-development.186 To the extent that the

students are ?caught up= in the curriculum, do they become self-disciplined.187

"For me," says William Vantill "it has been the less traveled way of

achieving discipline through developing a curriculum relevant to learners.'
188

The curriculum should, therefore, be so devised as to command the inter-

est of the pupils.189 The more appropriate it is to the intellectual needs of

185Stenhouse, oho cite, p. 155.

186Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, Dimensions, and Direc-

tions," mELI., p. L.

187Shermis and Kenney, op. cit., p. 218. 188Vantill op. cit.,130345

189Stehhouse, op. cit., p.
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the individual children, the fewer will be the discipline problems019°

"Often conventional classrooms are not conducive to lauto-edueationt.

Instead the child rust cope with the pressures generated by backstop curriculum

and rigid scheduling.191

There is no reason why everyone should be interested in the geography

of Venezuela on the same day, and hour unless there is some Inewet (Tent

there, such as a revolution. However, most of us are going to be

interested in the geography of Venezuela at some time, our own time, but

not all on the same day. Simultaneous curricula are obsolete. We must

make all this information immediately available (over the teo-vay TVts)1

ready for the differelit human chromosonal ticker-tapes to call for it. Y2

This will require a tremendous amount of programmed learning, so that

when the "chromosonal ticker' -tape" calls, the materials are available. It also

automatically calls for ungradedness.

Such a program as this has been begun at Melbourne High School; B. Frank

Brown reports that

one of the earliest observations of the effects of change was a

differenee in the attitude of the students toward learning. Almost over-

night, students began to take the initiative for their education away

from the teachers. Not only did their attitude toward learning improve,

but their behavior at school underwent an amazing transformation. The

need for teachers to monitor in the halls, the cafeteria, and the bus-

loading areas diminished; finally this problem disappeared completely

as an administrative function of the school. As scholarship began to

slip out of the shadows, students started aesuming greater responsibility

for their conduct and teachers found themselves wisely using the left-

over monitoring tine to develop a bettor brand of education.

Student behavior and attitudes continued to change so greatly at

Melbourne High that by the middle of the third year of gradoless educa-

tion, the school vas able to abandon its truancy regulations. The

problem of truancy diminished to the point where it finally diminished

19°Ibid., p. 137.

191R.O. Or. em and George L. Stevens, "Montessori and Language Development

National Catholic .K5.n7 cr n R XVII (agarehl 1968), p. 35.

1920rom, "Fuller, Mentesaori and the Child," CD Cj4'0 v 0 , 6.
"luxidzvaTiortuvwftwerm,amortumc"IuvarroRovw-evr-Arwowanixxx-Racr.4*-..-rvorisa&N.irszpsswawrer .nutrs.rmatagzo,..m...rx*.vorrr,izowswft, . ,.:4=Kmr. - ,,-xvx corver
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itself. Tho function of the Dean of Studontn nhiftod from one or
dinoiplinary administration to counsolinte. There aro still occaeional
dineiplino problems at Melbourne, but all of thorn originate in the
clatinroota. Tho indication in atrong,,,Uat even those are goneratod by
the toaohor rathor than the ntudent.17)

An of thin in aohioved "over the bridge of interest, for only through
irt3rcot can instruction net up ends for 'which the aiind is 'willing to

ntruggle.111911

Application of the tenth prinoipla of the Montessori Theory of :Enna

ilLeoiplin), then, *would bo bused on the following criteria:

1. The toaoher met realize that to the extent that the etudonte are

'caught up' in the currioula do thoy become solf-diooiplined.
2. The teacher must pee that the curriculum is no devised an to command

tho interest of the learner.

3. The teacher inuot not require all of the atudonta to be involved in
he samb activity at the same time.

1. The teacher met provide a plethora of materials, moat of it pro-
rammod

chijA.intornal'ILLeatran to an extornal stimulus cork learns to move

bout aotivoly rod purposeful rather than uildly or mutolLand,g412115a
A.coo:rding to Carl Roger°, "It is learni4ng 'which makes the difforonoo

n tho.ind:Lrldualls behavior, in the °ours° of action he chooses in the future,

his att.tudos and in his personality.. It is a pervanivo learning 'which in

193Rona ld Crone and Judith Murphy, "I"ho Revolution: in the Sohool (Now
arks Harcourt, Pa & World, 19611), 17119;46-1113:11"*r.C41.-4.16-1-1-4.

19117:ancis Boylan, Coaaeptions of Discipli.no the Pubid.c .p.9h.ulsvo! the
T S, fox' ttiJ Pr,.:it 60 M-Ireir-Gi-tryters 1932"): ps4,4 oswer...w...~.4
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not just an accretion of knovlodgo, but whioh intorpenetratoa vith wary

portion of hie existence."195

When a person is ready to take over learning for himcolf ho in truly an

educated, diaciplinod individual.196

The tank of the teaohor in relation to this is to apneas vhat the studont

in capable of at a given momont and in a glion area, and to motivate him

auocossfally no that he achieves what ho is capable of in this area'"?

The following should be the oharaotoriatios of the learning experiences

the toadhor should provide:

1. They relate closely to that the student knows and can do.
2. They relate cloaoly to presont interosto and floods.
3. They allow for active participation and creative contributions by

participants.
4. They have a substantial. value or uco . social, soholantic or

economic.
S. They all ov for originality . for dramatic or novel element - 'which

will challenge or arouso ourionity.198

One of the main characteristics of thin inner discipline acquired through

concentration on an external stimulua is that it carrion over into unrelated

behavior* Psychologists support this very practically by treating many mis-

behavior problems as special canoe in faulty learning.199

195Louice L. Tyler, "The Concept of an Ideal Toachor-Student Relation.
ohip,ft Journal of Eduoational Reconrch LVIII (Nov. 1964), p. 11.

196Phillips, ort jeep p. 35.

197Melitta Sohmidebarg, graining for Rooponsibility, n ,11.E22AlImanip
XLI (December, 1959), P. 93.

198Carl Baumgardnor, name ElemmtaryoPrineiples of Diacipline,0 School
unr191, LXIII (September, 1955), p. 347.

1990nagoy, Controlling Classroom Misbehavior, opt., p. 17.
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For 'Ole teacher who has depended upon imposed Oiccipline, it becomes

neessary that she let.rn to provlc:e 'worthwhile learning experiences for each

child, rather than those which best promise to maintain order.n°

Application of the eleventh principle of the Montessori Theory of Inner

iu then, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher vast strive to have the child taLe over his on learning

by assessing Wilt the student is capable of at a given moment and An a given

area, and by successfully motivating him so that he ach!eves that of whieh he

is capable.

2. The teacher mast provide learning experiences that meet the need of

each child, rather than those which best promise to maintain order*

The satisfaction found in the need to produce tnd pNrrect Lis on vork is the10.~"...

ehildts inherent and only reward, a remrd which eliranates the need for
NW% n %Aft

REEiltEate

nEducational research has shown repeatedly that people tend to learn and

develop along whatever lines they find rewarding
.201

The learning and develop-

ment itself is its ovn reward* Other rewards are superfluous and negative. To

offer a prize for doing a deed is tantamant to declrl.ring that the deed is not

'orth doing for its awn sake. "202

200Robinson, of cit., p. 5411.,

201
Torrance, on* eit*, p. 101.

202Neill, Suerhill: A Radical Amroach to Child Rearing 2p. cit.,
162.
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If, for some reason the individual is not internally motivated to learn,

the need appears for use of external forms of rewards and punishments as

inducements02°3 This is, in most cases, however) an admission of the teacher's

failure. 204

Nary in the autocratic tradition, however, "still believe that ve have

to exert force to influence children; when they misbehave, we have to 'show'

them, 'teach them a lessen,' repeatedly 'explain and advise,' but at any rate

not 'let them get by with if,' 'without punish Tent and retaliation. Many sin-

cerely believe that these methods have educational value, nay, are essential in

bringing up children and teaching them."205

Researchers, however, have shown that while "punishment may suppress

deviant behavior for a time, it does not weaken the bad habit....As soon as the

class perceives that a substitute, for instance, will not punish them)

deviances appear in profusion. Their tendencies to be deviant are still there,

suppressed for a time but not extinct."
206

When a child does show lack of control, as some do occasionally, "the

teacher simply asks him to accompany her as she moves around the room until he

thinks he is ready for freedom again. Children soon understand that freedom

MMMIONOMM...11.0MOM400.b 600.0.10."./IMMIVNYM

203Amos and Orem, "Discipline: Some Definitions, dimensions, and Direc-

tions," OD. cit., p. 6.

2°4Willard Abraham, A Time for Teaching (Vow York: Harper Row, 1964))

p. 207e

2°5Dinkmeyer0 aacit., p. 118. 206Gnagey, 224L5.1.1 p. 23.
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and responsibility go tozether. 11207

Very often the deed itself, the reality of the situation is sufficient

adrlonishment. For instance, if a child fails to lock his bike and th:J bike is

stolen, the result of the misdemeanor is an accusation in itself. To scold

moul4 only add resentment to the childfs feolincs.2°8

In conclusion, it is, therefore, the role of the teacher to help the

chilexen "acquire the kind of character which makes then ant to act in the vay

they have to act as members of society. "209 This Lhould not be a painful,

punitive operation but a rewarding ehallenE:e0 For as Erich Fromm once wrcte,

"The aim of education - in fact the aim of life-is to work joyfully and to

find happiness."21°

Application of the twelfth principle of the Montmori Theory of Inner

Discipline, then, would be based on the following criteria:

1. The teacher should realize that the need to use external forms of

rewards and punishments is an admission of her failure.

2. The child who shows lack of control should be given special attention,

often accompanying the teacher, until he is ready to accept the responsibility

that parallels freedom.

11.0.....000.040.00.100.60.1****1.

207June Sark Heinrich, "The Montessori. Approach to Education," SPA
Teacher Education Extension Service I (Dec., 1966), p. 22.

2081,hillipc, mamma ci a, p. 21.

2C- Egan, "An Anthropolozlist Looks at Discipline," Grade Teacher,
LXXVI 1959), p. 96

210Claudel Blackood, "How Pinel School Breaks the Chains of Restrictive
Iducation," Childrents House, III (Sumner, 1969), p. 7,.

rammrevus.. resscrof " vr.10.11, 1111.11. 0...% IPA .0"4,94 1.W404/Paarrn In I ". wain it Y.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY ADD CONCLUSIONS

Through this study, the writer has attempted to compile and ana33,zie

the principles of the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipline, to exavine these

rinciples in the light of the writings concerning them, and to evaluate and

pply them to the current scene using the available empirical and descriptive

escarch concerning discipline.

The scope of the material was wide and varied. Most of the sources by

nd about Maria Montessori published in the United States, as well as English

rantilations published in other countries were studied in order to make the

aper as complete as possible. Empirical and descriptive research by writers

n the United States in the last several decades was also examined in order to

escribo the present status of discipline and to evaluate and apply the derived

heories to this status.

The writer hoped, as a result of the study, to be able to provide teachers

aith. the principles of the Montessori Theory of Inner Discipline as well as

nformation and suggestions for classroom use.

These principles and applications arrived at through the study appear

ow in summary.

131
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The child is a man deservinr: of the deenst res act.

1. The teacher should accord the child the same genuine courtesy and

conbideration as that given an adult.

20 The teacher should protect the uniqueness of the child by limiting

the pressures of conforming as much as possible.

30 The teacher should relate to the children in a warm and dignified

manner.

The child has within himself a power which govert.s his inner life and which

forces his awn expansion.

1. The teecher must proviele time and space for aloneness so that the

child can experience what it is to know himself.

2. The teacher must provide support, stimulation and encouragement to

the resulting emerging independence0

Nature i.trthea).ils1'bhe'tasjisf_..prsttiswi13 leads him to

make rogrcss in develaiimIlLawers.

1. The teacher should differentiate between impulse, vhich is con-

trolled as the child matures, and the compelling force within the child to know

himself and that 'which is outside himself.

2. The teacher should foster a climate in which the child, competing

with himself, knows what is to be done and why, while feeling a sense of

responsibility in what is to him a very significant situation.

The teacher is an, observer of children for -whom she must liszerpeet

and love.

1. The teacher should make a studied effort to come to an awareness of

the feelings, tastes, attitudes and social background of each child.

artermeramorraws.ar.aenarsonrommAamomananommottvenomie . rimmorsentim-wwwwooisarrun,.rt vow" lAsurdnrivaLaw ^OMPONC"%a 1011"briliMPP4* Ir X".7..,+461.6 " -,P31,06"., '.1: Oa. OW"' tOl.". r ...-' v
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2. The teacher should quietly observe individual differences, seeking

coilstantly to provide ways An which each unique child can improve his self -

concept.

3. The teacher's role as observer should be marked by gentleness and

Ifirmnese.

The teacher does not imnart That is hers but rather Amlapillaatuhichis....,______

vithin the child.

1. The teacher should not pose as the source of truth but should rather,

as director of learning activities, assume a helping role.

2. The teacher should not impose her own standards but should rather

respect and develop the child's natural curiosity, love of knowledge and in-

herent wish to learn.

The teacher must exercise restraint so much sc that when the child has begun

to concentrate she does not interrupt him, and, in fact, treats him as if he
-........------........------a-........--...----................-...----........

does not exist.

The teacher should protect the child from unwarranted intrusion upon the

process and products of his learning rather than cover a test or given body

of subject matter.

Obedience is an instinct which must be cultivated through the gentle training

of the will.
1.1.e.bewowlsonaloolltwo,01....ft0

1. The teacher should not consider the childts will to be a disruptive

and unuanted element to be stamped out of existence or broken to unquestioning

acquiescence, but rather as a positive force which should gently be trained to

adjust to the structures of formal rules and regulations.
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2. The teacher does not have an inherent right to the child's obedienee

and should therefor° rank for it only in relation to aotione which imperil the

youngster or the group.

3. The teacher should reoall that education is not so much concerned

with the acquisition of knowledge and skiflc, but rather with the making of

man and women who knots ho-d to live abundantly, whose behavior in not random,

destructive, or driven by changing appetites«

The '......12ackssliatE.r...923370 the errvironmont in 'hick conoontrati.on can b3 bfl

and carried out and in 'which the will can be pe,entl*,tr train ,A0

1. The teacher should provide a prepared envirorment designed to

enhance the learner's fullest development, featuring a wide variety of tacks

to engage each learncr's attention and intereet.

2. The environment should be characterized by a cortAin vet of limits

and by. consistency.

3. The environment should not only tolerate but should provide the op-

portunity for the child to make mistakes.

4. The environment should provide calmness for the child,, for agita-

tion dissipate and fatigues hir, robbing him of the time he needs to wonder

why and seek answers.

5. The environment should provide for children of at least a throe-year-

age span to work side by side, permitting natural grouping of mixed capa-

cities.

aloa...11..nc21.smsiticomp.1.3dozatilt....2.129rsonal freedom.

lo The teacher vast give the child the intellectual and emotional

freedom nocor3s,::.t7 to develop the ii:::1!..?pmidonoe and .rocparlq.ibiltty0
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2. The teacher should realize that as the child grows older, a. growing

need for freedom loads him to seriously challenge imposed controls which deny

the degree of freedom ho demands.

3, The teacher should recognize that freedom is over-extended yhen the

child ponds much of his time in non-productive pursuits, or when ho interferes

with another's freedom.

4. The entire faculty must espouse the principle that freedom and

discipline are inseparable, in order for it to be applied effectively.

..121.152L,12.9.12.172.9210.21...........211""1.2212223M(1.9222.22.9.SULthIA11.11k

a ontaneous interest in and concentration on an external object

10 The teacher must realize that to the extent that the students are

'caught up' in the curriculum, do they become nelf-dieeiplined.

2. The teacher must see that the curriaulumin so devised as to command

the interest of the learner.

3, The teacher mast not require ail of the students to be involved in

the same activity at the same time.

4. The teacher must provide a plethora of materials, most of it pro-

grammed.

The child internal respondina to an external stimulus 612210 learns to move

about active r)osefUlly rather thanyLlAlustnatalund

1. The teacher must strive to have the ohild take over his cm ldarning

by assessing what the student is capable of at a given moment and in a given

rea, and by suceessfaly motivating him so that ho achieves that of which he

a capable.

2. The teach ©r mast provide learning mcperioncoc thtt mlet the need of

01011=111010,14,14,000111AnunG111,WIMMIIIIIMMILWOLIPPROMIr9WWIMINFAINCIMIMI411
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each child, rather than those which best promise to maintain order.

Tho satisfaction found in the need to roduce and erfcct his own 'work is the

childts inherent and only reward a reward which eliminates the need for*4.t%rlawns .**4.~~,ww.*****

mishment.

1. The teacher should realize that the need to use external forms of

rewards and punishments as inducements is an admission of failure.

2. The child who shows lack of control, should be given special at-

tention, often accompanying the teacher, until he is ready to accept the

responsibility that parallels freedom.

The scope and importance of each of these is of such magnitude that

they merit further comprehensive study. It is the hope of the writer that

teachers and administrators will be prompted, through this effort, to continue

further inquiry.
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